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; is a'rang;e'of:eoo~ogical optkons'jor' the ake of. any .p& . A' 
tr-t o f  up- might, f . 0 ~ .  example, ?a usad moat wisely -.as, e i n g  land 
under existing Jr newly-domesticated herbivores '(staff .of tbf! R e  
Research Inst i tute and the former Nature C o n ~ e l ~ e ~ y  have dMOtl&dXd 
that Soottish:Red :dmr gre not. t o  bu .despised a s . . w t  pduSers;:on coame. 
West H w  r q e s ) . ;  as land m o s t  likely. t o  be p-ctivg lmdor treest 
as land h o s e  productivity..of grasses pslatable t o . . s f o o k . c ~  be .imp-; , 
land..remarkable.for its biologicsl-features h d  aoaoFdinglyma~itbl3 :.. 
aomemraticni fo~r i r i ld  l i f e  or public enJoyment; a@ ,land likdly, to erode 
ard deteriorate SbYll further i f  c h a r m  in q way; or as land so . . . ' 
, run down by mismanagement as t o  need a century or so lmder ~ t u r s l  waadlud 
::arherbape f o r  i ts  so i l s  t o  v e r ;  or some combination of: aad 1:;' ..: 
'sthsr uses might. be feasible. , SuDh options :can be sta%ed.,by 
(IIIE Report l g 4 ) .  . . . . . . . . ,. , 
. 
. , . . 
The obvtoua:~1$n1itationon the possible uses of 14 by   the physi 
and b i o 1 0 g i a ~ : : ~ a c h n i a t i c s  of the latd : i tself  creates.  the 
;.?&tfferentiate ,and classify segments of. the land smfaae:-with rsfereIm 
t o  such o w c t e r i s t i o s ,  so that  la@ use planning andman%gement cran 
proceed ona'basis of ecological understanding as well as taking into 
account taahnoLogica1, eaonomio, and social issues. It3.s afso desirable'.' 
thot we should be able to  predict the n a t q  and extent:.of theef fec t s  :''<.: 
of different land use policies on,. soils, -vegetation, md wil@l%fe.. .7 ; . ~  
Trees, agricultural crops, water, and wildlife are renewable resouroes . : :. 
that derive from the land, and they interact. The productivity Of 
. .. 
any of thete .resources, the nature of the interactions, as well as . . - - - -  - 
the aesWeLic and reorestional potential of land, v a r i e s i n  space. and ' . 
i tin%, depending on bo chara~ter is t tos  qf the land ' i tself  and , .. on man's influence., . . .  
, - -. 
. . 
. . 
There ai.e:m& pcjsaibl oaches. t o  land classificstion, these 
discussed ili Se5tibn 2 ' $ ~ . ~ . l & s i f i c a t i  of land per .  Be.jand aa c OM 
for speciOPc purposes.. of the l a t t e r  require, detailc4d::inPorinaticui .*. 
(e.6. on- sbfis)  whieh'is *f; eydilable for most u p l a  -am68 o f  England 
and Wales. Where the. .$&6r$s% is in  classification fop. agrlcrlltkwe : , , '- '  :' 
or forestry, &I a l t e 4 t i v e  'approach is t o  identify the current forms 
of land .us&.-.- For most upland areas, such infomtion'is~:.mo~6~~re&ily""~~ 
obtained than is info+tion,on.the soils. Munm (1g74) o o ~ i d a r e d  ., . 
that inad&p&$ aet&t&,fi had paid t o  sweying:  ,we po%fiti.& ;:. . :; .? . ::2: 
of w&&~~Is '@ uplanC@ of ,theU n i t e d .  Kingdom.. The 1'Gt 
s W e y  of the h i l l .  g r ~ ~ ~ ~  'of. England''and Wales wm o&r 
by S6Ctp2'Mon'and ~?avies ' . , ( ,~$~),  ,while .Scotland h&a n e v e r ~ h  
cover&.;;:'; i fn  1g&j , ..  the.;$a,qqd Lagd Utllisstdon Suhley f .K izg  
Londofi)'.aisSW . ~ m ~ ' a s p e c ~ s .  ;a'f nirtubal vegdation in the >up3. 
England Wales.. . ~ ~ ~ & l f c a & i o n ~ o f  the SWM Land Ut i l i s ac t  
maps has &em' ,~n]~'b*$i&ly, &mp&d, . &  tha m ~ t s ' ; : a  inrpl.ioa+ib~-!.'i 
f or'pl-. have '.$&li:,di&$qs'd h:. coleman (x976) ., :.  ;that sm*g ,.jc!;?:-!:; 
land that is nb$, imjj&v@:ika&l,a~ is m&inly,.in the a & w r i e S  ~~:~ . . ?  
or Heath, MoorIad, & ~ 6 & .  i&i' 
.... 
.> . , . . . . . . ' . . . i i :  . . , ; :  :, 'I. . .  
. . ..,.,.. *,,; 
,, . . . , .. .# . .., 
and coast, bog and fen, ..... In this country they (the &as) are 
more often s e m l ~ a t u r a l  t2mn natural, but-nevertheless they are the 
closeat t o  nature of all British ~ o a p e s ' '  (Ce1mu-1, 1qO). W-lg, f inanoid ~ona t ra infs  have prevemtsd the publication of a l l  but a sample 
page Ew We~leyclaLe. 
Land use has often been described in terms of the appearance of its 
veget:tive cover. Thus, the term 'grasslaffd',ks Wen wed rather 
than enclesed end muaged grazing land', aanI heathland' rather thsn 
I lami wed aq rough grazing or ' to  provide food for game'. In the 
w i d e s t  sense, land uae also includes the way i n  a i a h  the land is he14 
w & e  sise of units; the struatures e r e ~ t ~ d  upon it (~oppock. 1970). 
- ,  
Lopd use data can only ba evaluated, certainly .abs 'potential' or 'oapabil~*y' 
measms, in respect of some defined purpose, and should be given w i t h  
stated l w e l s  of accuracy. Accuracy can be thought of in two  senses, 
the qUali8y of the infornmtion worded, 2.e. mther it is a correct 
desoription of the laad using activity, and' oorrect looation (Coppoak, 
190). Data can be evaluated from what is known about tha me%hod 
by whiah they were oolleoted; they can be analysed for Internal consistanug; 
they can be subjected t o  f ie ld  cheoks. 
#I 
Coppoolc (1970) stated that none of the British sources of lsnd use 
data is h o l l y  satisfactory, and there are notable gaps in the availsbfiitg 
of information, Most detailed data re la te  only t o  the area under 
different uses, reoorda of inputs and outputs are available only on 
a much broadeI? scale and information on s%mu,tures and tenure is quife 
inadeq- and is of%en seriously out of date. W i t h  the exception 
of the two  privately-organized land use surveys direoted ~espeotively 
by Sir Dudley Stamp and Miss A, Coleman, the souroes are part idl  Md 
rawly compatible. Probably the most accurate records are those of 
State forests kept by the Forestry Commission. Eraept in  so f a r  as  
, - information on woodfands is shown on Omhame Survey maps and on those 
of the two l@ use surveys, a l l  of which have been ~ c o r d e d  over a 
period of Fears, data on pr ivah  woodlsnd a m  much l ess  satisfaotory. 
~t is particularly true that uplandrr are very beadequately d i f f w t i a t e d  
an land use supveys. t 
A National Land Use Classificatioq was published in 197.5 hY H.M.'s.o, 
The classification consists of four t i e r s  of land use npmbs rsnging 
from the O r d e r  a t  the top down through G r o u p  ard Sub-Group t o  the C l M S  
a t  the bottom. The na4es i n  Ohe Order t i e r  are very generd terms 
which a m  developed in greater detail a t  each successively lower level. 
For example, Agriculture and Fisheries form Order W ,  noxl-cuLtivat8d 
places form Group & which is divided into Sub..Crwup A (grrtfng plwes) 
and Sub-Crmup B (forestry places). Graz- .places are ~ub-divided 
into Class A ( w t  pasture) and Class B (rough gracing), while ., 
then a,re s i x  Classes for forestry. The classification does not uppew 
t o  have been accompanied by a survey. 4 
~ u r r e n t  &ml use is influenced by exhrnal prasswu.9 as w e l l  as by 
the oapability of the area. A s  B a l l  (19) pointad out, the vast 
postwanctpange ef land we fim grass t o  arable on the chalk lands 
would hardly have been predicted f r o m  a l a n d w e  map, but might well 
be suggested by oonsiderations of sol1  dis t r ibut ion Homer, the 
land-use map existed and the so i l  map did not, and for the greater 
part of England and Wales still  does not, exlst. 
S t a m  (1972) made a study of the North York Moors. In t h i s  area, 
the pMOinlzlantly dly but exposed climatic conditions ,allow a greater 
f lexibil i ty.  for  c~opping and cultivation, , including arable, than in other 
Britis)s?uplaf%3SiL For the purpbses of.  h i s  study, Statham divided land 
use activitiesr into three main gI'OUp.5: 
. . 
. . .  ; .i , .., .., . . . .  
. . . . .  
1. ~rhazyi . alihivitiea for whioh. lrrnd is primariLy managed. 
. . . . . . . . .  . . t 
. . . .  :'. . , :  \;. . : . . .  . , 
2. sacon&-:- s u b p i i d i ~ a o t i v i t l & . ~  in mukti-ye system w h e r e  14 is,' 
, .. . . . . . .  mana&ed ppimarily for: d e r  act ivi ty ,  . .  .... . , I' 
. . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  
. . .  . . .  I ~ .. . - .  ., . . . . P-.:. : a . i k e  .&im,ary secondary aativitles, *i+,:.p+ reGyoe based, these activi t ies are the soci.@ .and c @ t e  expressiens 
of human exploitation of the resources refleoted in  the fiopulation 
' dSstributiori, i. e. ,: eie, settlement, . services, . empl'ayment. 
, - , . .  , . . . .  
. . .  . . .  . 1.;:,..z.~ . . . .  . .  .:.: . .  . . . . . . . .  
. . .  
, . 
', 
~ ~ ~ . ~ , ~ ~ A ~ - s t a g e ~ ~ p r . o c a s s .  &as inv lved: , . ,,. . . , , . , . . . . . .  , 
. . 
. . .  
. . < . ,  . . : , , _ ,  
ion :of .the..study area i n t o  grades f& .&a& main kec+r :of . . .  
. For ease of comparison fixe: main grades used w i t h  
. . . . . .  *visiom.-. . , . . . . . . . . . .  
. . 
. . . .  
. . . . .  
. ~ . : . . ,  . 
. , 
- .  .- . 
'W of coinposS*e,.maps t o  axam e possible pattie@s oE opt- 
':, 'Ws .,uiXdeP a zange : o f  weighting5 . @ to.: identify canflict 
,.. ,a ,. . 
Y .  . !ma; :i. . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . .  ~ 
. . ~  
. . . . . .  : /.: . . ~ . ~~ 
3. A more detailed analysis of the main conflict areas. 
The adoption of c r i t e r ia  for  classification and evaluation depended 
partly on the information available and partly on professional advioe 
and judgement. Where possible, evaluations were made in an objective 
and quantified form, but it usually proved neaessary t o  resort t o  subjective 
judgements. The process was, however, systematic throughout, and siMe 
only relative ccmparisons were being made, simple subjective assessments 
were thought t o  be sufficient. 
Statham (1912) drew attention t o  the marked dichotomy in land management 
in uplands and lowlands. Lowland is typified by intensive husbandry 
with careful attention to  so i l  maintenance and enhancement, whilst upland 
is characterisad by extensive pasturalism without so i l  conservation. 
Although some might argue that  so i l  maintenance in lowlands has not been ' 
as careful as it m i g h t  have been, the contrast pointed out by Statham 
certainly exists. 
I I Upland cultivation was once more extensive than it is today, and abandoned 
I farmland is now widely distributed in the foothil ls  of British uplands (Parry, 1976). Evidence for  such abandomnt is often reported inoldentally i n  ecological and historical studies, but there has been no oomprehemive 
survey of abandoned farmland in  Br i t a in  The distribution of former 
t i l l age  now lying under rough pasture may well delimit h i l l  land that  
would r e w a r d  reclamation in the future, thus giving some idea of the 
t potential for  improvement. Parry (1916) outlined a method for  the mapping of abandoned f d a n d ,  illustrated by reference t o  former cultivation 
in  the Lanrmermuir H i l l s  i n  south-east Scotland. About 2l$ of present 
moorland in  those h i l l s  was once improved, but has since revertad, % 
being abandoned before 1860 and l.2$ during the l a s t  century. I n  another 
area, Nidderdale (west Yorkshire, between Malham and Ripon), Tinsley 
(1975) stated that the contraction in  upland farma has continued into 
t h i s  century. Many deserted farmsteads near the l i m i t  of improved 
land tes t i fy  t o  a formerly more intensive use of the moors. 
.~ ... . . .  
&.i. ~.., . 1 : '  
In the.:,PasC,: land use patterns in uplands evolved not only in res-e 
to.* limitations. of .-bhe.envimnment, but also t o  changes in social 
o r g ~ ~ ~ i o n  Lwd economic and other forces imposed from outslde.(see, 
for example, Chapman, 1976), The land. use patterns *iah G u l t  from 
such an interplw of factors may lead t o  deterioration of some areas 
or the improvement of. others a t  quite a high price (Pritchard, 1969). 
The impact of lard use on the land and landscape isdiscussed i n  Section 
6 ,  m e  fWure of .%he uplands is inevitably connected with overall 
developments i n  the reBt of the country and the resultingpressures. 
An effective use of upland resources requires a rational base fo r  planning, 
-WC8flg soiuY1:faohual howledge of the p2Ursical characteristics and . 
:-r:r.  la^ .by .me !areas . ~ .. : .  
4 .  . ........... 
. . .  
..:. , . .. , .- 
. . . . . .  
. . 
m:pres&nk paper reviews rneWMs f D r . , o i d ~ i ~ i n g  land (as land per 
se and in  terms of possible uses), for  capturing and W i n g  the necessary 
data, and for interpreting the largely ecological data against the baa- 
of controlling factors, chiefly economic and po l i t i ca l .  The methods 
t o  be used in  a particular st* w i l l  depend on the objectives andscope 
of that stUdy. The aim of th i s  review : i s  t o  outline the advantages 
and disadvantages, of the rnethads &ich have been used, and Co su~geet 
methods which might prove useful but which have received l i t t l e  attention, 
the hope  at it will help researchers .to decide +ich : ~ # o d a .  
'host suitable for  thei r  m o s e . :  .The level of.;detail .qrseded. nil1 .demM 
upon the prtrpose.of.the study. More detai l  is Pequired for We ,msnagmt 
of resources than for  general planning purposes. 
: ... 
. . 
. . . . .  
. . . . .  :. I : : .  ,' . . . , . 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. > ! "  . ' .  . . .  
.. ~ 
. . 
. -  1 . .  
..~ . 
, . . , : .: , . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
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2. Land classification 
There are many alternative approaches to land classification, they have 
been discussed by, among others, Stewart (1968) and V i n k  (1975). Broadly, 
the approaches may be divided into those which classify the land 
se and those which classify it with respect to its suitability for some 
-
defined purpose. The former concentrate on the physical characte~istics 
of the l p ,  and include the various geomorphological approaches, temain 
analysis - a term used when the characteristics of the land are studied 
for military or engineerin@; purposes - and classifications based on geology 
or distributions of soil types. Existing classifications in terms 
of suitabilities for specified uses are mostly agricultural, notably 
the agricultural soil capability classifications of the United States 
Department of Agriculture (U.S,D.A.) and the Soil Survey of England 
and Wales, and the Agricultural Land Classification of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (M.A.F.F.). Also included are classifications 
for forestry, recreation and wildlife. 
Most of these classifications are of the 'traditional' type. More 
recent numerical approaches which may be useful are discussed later. 
It is worth noting that land inventories have been developed for planning 
purposes in the U.S.A. and Canada. They do not usually contain sufficient 
information to be used for management of specific areas. 
2.1 Classification of land per se 
Most of the biophysical land classification schemes now in existence 
have their methodological bases in the attempts of early 20th century 
geographers, concerned with broad divisions of the earth's surface on 
a continental scale, to identify regions of physical similarity or uniqueness. 
Most are based. on a genetic a~proach which seeks to underline the causal, 
developments+ factors in arriving at the identification of distinct units 
of the earth s ::urface (Moss, 1975). Moss reviewed schemes that have 
been generally applied. in various parts of the world. Many existing 
land classification systems have been developed for large continental 
land masses with large areas of uniform types (e.g. King, 1974). 
Wright (1972) reviewed geomorphological approaches to land classification. 
He drew attention to the problem of deciding what is a taxonomic individual 
in landform studies. In quantitative analysis, the 'unit area' approach 
is commonly adopted, samples being taken within the framework of a uniform, 
I arbitrarily-located, grid. Although there is much to recornend this approach, it has limitations for sumreys of all but small tracts of 
country, because land character and regional boundaries will be generalized 
unless a fine grid is used. The problem of scale is a recurring one 
in land classification. 
It is fairly evident that different upland areas differ in Weir general 
appearance. For example, the general relief characteristics of the 
Lake District and Snowdonia appear to be broadly similar, and they differ 
from, say, the Permines and the North York Moors. Linton (1968) 
I 
- - 
Pi&. 2.1.1 Class i f ica t ion  of landforms based on absolute and r e l a t i ve  r e l i e f  
. . 
. ~ 
,.' . 
. . .  
.<. . .. , 
, - 
. .  ,: . ,  . , ,  
-. . . .  . , .  . 
' iandform landscapes' 
e altitudinal differe 
ping unit. s i x  main 
ly below, but sometimes 
above, 500 feet. May be smooth and gently rollin@: o r  strongly .accented; 
(2) count= s w t :  a l t i tudes  m range from as  l i t t l e  as  .60@ i ,  .. 
800 feet  up. t o  160-1860 feetr:,bu$ t he  relative re l ie f  is less.. w.;: ' .  
1000 feet; (3) Bold hills,. h i l l  groups' with steep s lopes  and s t~onger  
relative re l ief .  - u s w l y  in excess. of '1200 feet  - yet lacking the 
a t t r ibdks '  of mountains; (4 ) Mountaiw, . relative relief exceeding 2000 .. 
feet, isblated; (5) Plateau u lands high areas of low relative. rel ief  
-3%~ wuplands, ar.eas, below 1000. f e,et - generally 300 feet  or less; 
with law  relative , . qelj.ef .., . but . . which are, .morphologic,ally .uplanda, .:. , , . .: . . 
TQe~,?r?~lem,, is t o  express such differences quantitatively. . ~ - e ~ i ~ u e s  ~..: 
for morphometric @ysis'@f. landfork, with special reference. t o  m' 
are discuss@ iv  hlaymakar, [1966), ' Of particular in te res t  i n  .that 
publicat2on is & p a ~ r  by' ~Gon which em'ined the use of s t a t i s t i  
technique~,.and..tbf?,.pi;obl,& enco+te+ by geomorphologists i n t ry ing  . , 
t o  relate.  gi?6moi;ph:o;iogiqql fe&t&es t o  a r h g e  of variables. ,However, ,, 
none of $h? $@pers classified lanbforms. Various methods for exmining 
landforma .., are .., . diacus&, . ..: . in ~. King (1$6),, .. . ;apd . ~ri$ht .. (1772) ,,. , 
Perhag? the most widely-know scheme is the land systems appr~ach~developed 
by the. Division. of L& ~esearch  and Regional s t b e y  of the Australian 
Commonwe@t$ ~c ien t i f ' i c  and 33$ustrial Research Organisation (c.S.I.R.0.). 
So~ewhat la ter , . the  'Oxford - MEXE (Military Engineering Experimental Establishment) 
griup st'arte@'%i~, tk ?  ne& t o  store and cpllate information on terrain 
t o  guide the i , w i n g  of engineering construction and military operations. 
Thbse'two groups and the National Inst i tute for  Road Research of C.S.I.R.O. 
i n  South Africa worked independently and yet evolved similar techniques. 
. . 
. , I. me'-'6&& - ''w gr&ap.(Eeckett and Webster 1$5a,. b, c ) prqJuc@ ;. .. .... .. 
, . a system'. of 5errain analysis wh.ich.  . re l ies  . . . . . . heavily u$op a-lr p h e q  . . interpretation. 
. . . . " . , ,  ,. 
  he '&.$&g&iek' &ed were: facet - t he  l k g e s t  p(l&i'on 
can be conveniently treated as one block for purposes 
extensive land use or construction, facets may be delimited on air 
photographs a t  scales from 1:10-000 t o  1:80 000 and should contain 
not more than one so i l  family or hi@er so i l  category (Brink e t  al, 
1966); land,elements, .such as individual slope.. elements, make up the. 
-: 
facets, ;and the facets in..turn are grouped t o  make up land stems ! - .  ' 
.*oo .>  ., reco@ieable in cartographic form a t  scales from 1:250 000 t o  
000 . . .  
(Webster. and Beckst*, 1970). Land systems &e grouped i n t o  land regions, 
I which a+ of 'the "order of size. tbat may b e  portrayed on maps.. .of scale i 1:1000 000 t o  1:5 000 000.' . . >,... i . .. . . . , . . .- . . 
i A major problem i n  the classification of land form is the question 
of scale. Ball (pers. corn. ) commented that  usin@; the Wi t s  of Br ink  
e t  a1 (l*), a l l  of the western highland Britain is a land region, 
and land systems are probably distinguishable. However, there is  
a very greet drop in area of the category at the facet level. Facets 
. . 
. WOUI~,~?'.~&~Y. Zthd~gh .&pea- ,icz+si, 'i& w s c i $ ,  'and .in 
most up@ are&' it. ':woul~ .be .diff icult  td see a,.fricet a s  different 
from an exement. , ..p,ac~t6: cz be, of dimensions' ,of tek of metres or $*., bf kilomet5es. In'praitice;:'arie. o G  .r&o&e units such as  
valley floors, ooricaye valley sides, c o ~ g x u p p e r  s lo  
but these o;ften f a l i  between . , the land system 
. . .  
. , . , .  I . ,  
' ,  I : , .,, , . . "  , , .  
. , 
speight . (i*) e t t impia  ' t o  ;it up a quantitativ 
with - s~eqid.  r&fe*e t o  erosional situatXW,. Variables used to, ":.. . : 
charactey'be , land form elements. ,, were slope grsdient;, r a te  of change , . -. 
of slope gradient, contour c,uiirat;ih, 'ani3 unit catchment area. ,For 
a test area of 3.7 sq km values of these variables were obtained from 
1:2400 scale maps w i t h  contour interval 1.52 m. The investigation ; 
ww confined t o  'the yapping, of formalized versions of a few commoFrly- 
.,.<. 
accepted types of landform element that  are distinguishable on the 
.  . , 
bas&q.of form alone,, i+ such. a way that no point either failed t o  be . . , :  : . .  
: " ". 
. . 
aq&ned t o  an element. or was assigned t o  more than one element, ,wd, 
&t a reasonably comprehensive and consistent description of t b  to,M .. . 
landscape was aahieved. The study showed that, on a given set of 
defiMtions, mappm. may proceqd ,ga a self -consistent way that allows . : , :, 
of nb':qbiguity and permits ,We quantitative comparison of landscapes : .. . ... 
from 'pl-a&e ..~ t o  place. . . , . . .. . . . ,~ . ~ . . .  .  . 
. , ;;. . , , ,, ' 
~o-ei; line; patterns appeg t o  oc&'ai  a:f$ner scale in ' the  Land8qgpe.. 
than do areal pa.tterns: and ,maJT offer ,more chance of discrimination 
betwgq. l& systems. Therefore, Speight ,@so examined the following . .,:: 
properties of l+ systems: ridginessr ridge reticulation,, and ridge . ,,. . : 
vector magnitude and orie tation. These properties were assessed 8 :&I swplg areas. of 4 x 10 sq Ft, and maps :yere prepwed t o  display . .  . . ,   . . 
the  patterns of variation. . The problems caused by the.d&ffew?ces . . , 
in . . . .  scale of thkse two appyoa@les,,8eem t o  need further investigation. ---3 
. . 
. . . .  . 
p& ,:(1267 ) describad a .  co&u&r-oriqted teohnihue for 'identifying.:;:,, 
6 .cXa$ses' , . . , ,,, of landform by the. distribution of slope vectors around a , , . .  
; phint. prom'..each,point of known..X, ,Y, Z co-ordinates, l ines Were . . ' 
' ?irakf~~bbqne~t,ing~~it t.p a r%w of adjacent points. The pattern ass& ':. 
by &-di;&rain-of slope versus azimuth was then taken as diagnostic. 
Experim$aJ results  ?re notgiven, but it seems clear that  problems :L.,:: 
...p f.scqler:'el& arise.  i n  this, method,., ' , . . , . 
.',' . . . : .. . 
These sercalled,'parametric' dqcr,iptians, l ike  the 'parametric' approach-.: 
t o  a g r i c d t ~ d ,  land capability.,  seek to  put'.q&titative values on :., 
classes &i&h hav.e. been pr.gviously reqognie& in  a non-quantitative 
or semi-qu&itative, w,ay. . Wkiether this is a useful ~pproach, or whether '. 
the data wouldbe mofe .wefully handled by multivariate 
methods. (see below) t o  'give. entiqely new,insights anto the data,, is 
a matter y~hich ., merits furthey cqnsidesatio~. ~. 
_-.._ ... _ i.-....  .. 
.. ., . 
. :..,,. . '  : . ,. : ': 
W r i g h t  (l&2) b~noluded that quantitative differentiation i n  terms 
of,sp?c&f'ic teqain properties :is. be,qt::sui$,@ t o i  intensive sumreys . : -. ' ' 
of-smXI~.WHB. . ,  ,.. .. ;, , ..In c l ~ s i f i q a t i a n s  Lof larger :wag,  ,.the. .special-feature 
method,needs reirif7rcing by some system of land q i t e  compounded from ,. 
areal individuals rather than simply point data, and buil t  up on 
the grad rather than according t o  preoonceived terrain types. This 
would enable,reg$on@ c-tqa w ; t t h  greater precriston 
than w.@d .. .. o ~ & ~ i s e ; . b e  L pass , .. , ,  ., 
, . 
. . 
. , , .. 
, ,  , . .  i , '  .: : :  .: ,  .. 
. . 
. . -  
, . .  , ,  : : .  
. .  . I 
. ... -; 
... - 
. . ,  . :;? ' :  , .. . 
2.1.1 Relationskips between soi ls  and landform units. 
...... * < .  . .  , , < ,  . . . . . . .  
~ i $ , . , t  :has .%een.',idGd be .ys&k3, i n  m i p i -  r=l?$iomips  
b$t+&a. soil$ , , and l*bim. d t s ,  ,:but. $here, i s  more scope, f o r  w o r k  i n  
..,,.this:. sidld. %e viiiie' of a$ri-:photopraph$ l i e s  i n  the rec~u+renc~, U$+Y 
' 
*& "&a&&$'%ti& pa.tterms, .&;the photo;B.rapfii&' 'bag&. ' Patterns. of . , 
landfom,~ldr~i&e,. . . vegetat.i6n,'nd so i l  surface 6h&oteristic$ a?: , 
, '~ 
. . :.almast .$i,v&sal. , ~ i o s t ' ~  a i r phoyo interpreters,' wheher ' so i l  scientists,. ! . . . . . . . . . .  ,.*. >.. . .  ., . . .  
geologis6s, or ecologists, make use of pa$terns"d rhsolye them into . . 
the recurrent components. Then, i n  ordeG't0 find out'what the soil, 
M&, .or .v.egetatlon . .~ is like, they' inspect a few e-ges of eaq ,  class ., 
.... of p@po&nt ..on the~ero&. . In  this way,: t ime can be ' saved ecavse  . .  
not a l l  *t;@e land,l$edl,be.visited.. A s  the:a& .to b+, s.eey'ed is h** 
(within' certain l ip i ts ) ,  q~ i v e n  patterm..isiird&'ijlrrely, to. be. qepeqted : 
a n d , h e e  6 gneater area"h%,be"mapped frbm a i r  p@to$raphy w i b  liml$ed . . 
f ie ld  work than is possible us im' the  same' . . .  resources , . in :pmal . , f l e ld  . . .  , . ,  ,., 
, 
survey (Webster, 1969). 
. . .  
. . .  . . 
. . . .  
Landfory . or ,  land~aap&..unit& mayhave'. i p&ic*able r k & l o n s h i ~  with . . . .  
the askoci+$ed: soi ls  (e. g. .~ug,gett, 19,5),:. although, pdrhaps, , onlx a t  
a f airljr 'gen$ral level,, .Tolqwn ( i q  ~.A,F.F. ..$gTi noted,$&t.  if^ N.,W. 
~ c o t l y d  i s ,  :found t h a t '  landf'srm ,w&s: had regul6rly-occwh3 .,pa$tqrns .., 
..;, of . , .q~ i l  .compl&e& ind  ..sucb..&iti .&4+ .als6..be redogziized f q r  foreat: ; . , 
. . .  
~ q e n $ : k w p o s e s .  ' ~ ' G e f o g h  &I .webs+er. ,(lm.) R.$ef oFtb (i%'.5) : 
gave ewples. .of  'ai'r.'phok,. unitsrecognfzed .: 
- , Sn rrJal-es . . . .  that ~. ,+ . &pglic&I.e:: : 
... 
. . 
t o  ld:'c~assXf ica~ion.: :, . . . . . .  . . . . .  ... 
.... . . . . . . .  . . 
: >  . 
. . 
. 
I&$ t&&ipiie ::of ]I+-, jajnd'.;fab&s ..is G lj;r@i~ti.G.i tool;.iri 'soir';;l@ilfig '"' : 
was Cebt* by.:Xfep~,a,,Cl~4,)~ on 6 ,nLimber'jof 'Sites. i n  hl?ntgo&ryshi~ , . , . 
(now-.part. of ~.&q,$) Wale& , . Soil .prope&ies.were ext?a$olated from. . ' 
land fag* .(. jnterp&.@ from '.aer~.,qho$6grapks)J ,,ai-~a. sta%isthal te-ques 
(coefffcient of 'variation,' b l y s i s  of varianbe, discriminant a y s i s )  
were us@ i n  test iw.: the,  vari,at,ion of .,soil propertigs within and, between , . 
facets, . we i3es@ts .$&o.wed, $&t;.the land facets pos$&ssed~a qonsider&xe . ,  
, . .  degrk'of  . . -8 ', r.. b~,mogemi$y: in @ p o r t a t  ' s a i l  properfies .su;uCh.aS. p k t i c l e  
size d&strfbutidn,- '&OX&&?: s<o@ contexit, pH, ,& fi6.e irqri bx$de, althdugh 
they * r e : ,  v a .  in '  the .,distributiijn of excipngeab3;e cations ': 
and ~o~@;anic..  carbon. "The ~ i m i l a r i t y  between '&a l .ogo~  facets based , '  
"'on . . . . . .  irjdAviiijdual, soi l  i r bwr t i e s  w a y  nbt.v&i-y pea t ,  e.qpecially ..* , with refe9i;de 
t o ' ' g r d ~ . : c S r + i ~ 6  &.p&r&nt'rnateSia;~ litholom. ,,~o+Y&, when a l l  
the propertie$.: er.6, conside&d t,ogeth&-, . . . .  jth& siinilari,%y,.betyeen 'analogpus 
facets-was *. gfea t eg . thh  ...... that  . bas9.d ,. . . .  on t h e  %ndiy$d&~ . , iroperties.. : A  
. . ' .  
HOW f& land Giti;: whether de~i<ei:fi.+i;l,~hy++l & .air. phdto&phs, 
are us.&tuJ. ; in  liredicting .the..potanti$l for  s ~ i f i e a ' J a n d  .&es in ~ r i t i s h .  
.:. ypi&i~&' is a matter; j-eq*in&' ?y%fier' inyes,t.ig<tion. ' ~. . . . . . .  
; . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .', ,, . :  
. . 
. ., 
, 
Vink (l90.). wined vwiou~.Fnt~eqre t~ , t , ive  so i l groupings, thg.,yin 
ows being ,soil. quality .clas&fidatidn &id soil, suitabil i ty :clrss,Sificatibri; The os&. 
r h is 'no  ecohomic biai, wh'ei.e& b 6  lat ter '  has. . v V i n k  ' ~ '  ' 
noted that  in making a classification, certain assumptions are made, 
even though they are often not ful ly recognized by the authors themselves, 
and he cited as an example the Capability Classification of the U.S.D.A. 
Soil  Conservation Service. 
. . 
Olson (1974) and ~ o i e r  (1974') reviewed respectively i n t e r p k a t i v e  land 
clasgbfiqa$ion systems. i n  English-speaking and pe~h-speaking  countries, 
and it .appears,,that. t h e  approaches are broadly similar. In ~ n g l i s h -  
sgeWng ,cou+rieg, the land capability classification of. the U,S. Department 
of AgricuLture~.has perhaps been the most widely used and adapted.. 
The l a n d . , ~ s e ; . ~ ~ a b i l i t , ~  c assification of the Soil  Survey of England 
. , .::: 
a+ +Ja& . , i s  'basically an adaptation and revision of the U.S.D. .A. clessif loation 
modified,to..f.it con+t,ions i n  Britain. 
. .  . 
. . 
. . 
~ l b e r ~ ' ] ~ t '  d. ,>,(+lgja)  made a cotip&tive study of some West European land 
classif ioation systems. The Dutch and English .systems are descriptive 
,@.:+re based..,*- , . ~  .~ the.mlusi ,on of land frqm the better classes because 
of %..p&sence of certain limiting factors. The French and German 
systems, .and .the:,qstem of Sys and Verheye~ (developed for '  arid and semi- 
arid regions) * : pargmetric,l (see section 4,3),. 
, . 
. .,, 
... , 
Albers e t  a1 criticized the Dutch system because the limiting factors 
(excess iwatey,,,.&wal t~a f f i aab i l i t y ,  .droughtiness, , fr iahil+ty o f .  the.: . , . 
plow l w e r  ,. s w i n g :  hazaxlII slope, and the possibilities forgrowing . i. i 
ceeafn qrops) :&e introduced into .the. classification i n  away that is : - : 
+wet and b m  -mainly on cartographic@ agricultural experlenc'e. : ,: 
Becauqe,-of a lack p f  definitions,, thq, system becomes regional and subjective. 
Some faoto* .which w e  capable of precise definition (q.g..- organic m a t t a r  
cantants .stgn&ess). are lacking. . They criticized the Snglish system . . . 
( t h a t  of the Soil Survey, see below) because certain limiting factors I 
(e.g. susceptibility t o  erosion) are vaguely defined; factors l ike  organic 
matter and nature :of parent materid. are.:.lacking; the difference between 
north- and south- facing slopes has not been made: the c r i t e r ia  for ' . . -  . . 
a r t i f i c i a l  dreinage we disputable. Neither, thg Dutch nor the Eng1i.h 
systems g ivean  &solute productiem l e v e l f o r  the different classes. 
. . 
~ l b k r s  e t  a1 ( l g g b j  &mpared&e above fivesystems for land suitabil i ty 
classifioation w$th.,,$he moredetailed st.mdmds based upon discussions 
during the. ~x~er t .~onsu l%a t . i on  on Land I&-al.uation for R u r a l  Purposes. - . 
held in ~@genir;gen in .  October 1972 .(Brinkm&n and Smyth, 1m), . . They : ,  
concluded ,wat;  (9) .fog- of the ,land suitabil i ty classificatl.0n systems 
(the G e r w .  system ex&uded) hayay pay a q  attention tq the land uti l isat ion 
types (b) a cons&der&;blenwnber of major 1.w qualities and characteristics 
have not bwn considered the French and Dutch 8ystem.s. and in the 
sygtem ,of ,Sys and Verheye, probably becquse they ..were . n o t  considered -, . . 
important lpcally, The German and English, systems consider more,. ,:. : 
but not all ,  of the major land qualities and characteristics; ( c )  none 
of, five systems quantifies. the influence. of la* qharacteristics -. : . , ' : 
or  majarland,.quditierg on prop produc>$vi% or m ~ e m e n t q u i r e m e n t s . :  
mey outlined the steps. &i& need t o  be taken to arrive a t  a land suit&$lity 
classification system applicable t o  arable farming i n  western Europe. 
In partiaular, there is a wed to establish .c.lass~detemining limits 
for the major land qualities influencing crop preductivity and management 
practices. . .  s 
The Soil Survey of England .ande W.aleS ( h e ~ e ~ f t e p  ref erred to aS. w e  Soi l  ' .  ' : 
gurvey ) o k s i f  icabhn. (Bibhy and. bkcknex, .1969). .makes certain -assumpti-: 
,. , . . , . ,  ~ 
. . ~ . .  
. . . . ~  . 
,., . . 
.. .. 
. . 
. ~ .  . .  
. , 
... 
. . . _ .  . . 
. , , r !  ,<,;, ;' :. 
.., 
. . 
. . 
1. The classification is primarily for agricultural purposes. 
2. Land is assessed on its capability under a moderately hi&'18vek 
of management and not necessarily on its present use. 
3. Land which suffers from limitatibns which can be removed or reduced : . ', :"at ..iiaceptabl8' ckt. ie:' graded on the severity of remaining limita$ionS. 
4. The capability classification may be chatxed by major reclamation 
projects which permanently alter the previous limitations to use. 
Minor changes, e.g. mole drainage liable to regress in time, will 
not change the classification 
5. Within capability classes, soils may differ in management and fertilizer 
requiraments and detailed cropping, and are only grouped because 
they have similar degrees of limitations asacting adaptability. 
The classification, however, is not necessarily a grouping of soils 
according to the most profitable use to be made of the land. 
6. Within specific sub-classes are soils which suffer from W e  same 
degree and kind of limitation but which msy differ in management 
requirements; for example, in sub-class 3w the wetness may result 
from slow infiltration or from the effects of rising ground water 
- each of these conditions will require separate treatment. 
7. The system is based not on chemical but on physical limitations, 
for in general these are more permanent and difficult to reatify; 
severly limiting chemical properties, however, can be recognised 
as a soil limitation. 
8. Distance to markets, types of roads, and farm structure, do not 
influence the grading, although these factors will affect decisions 
about land use. 
9. The interpretations try to express current knowledge, ad as new 
experience is acquired, a new interpretation will be necessary. 
10. Tha aystem is not a soil suitability classification for specifio 
crops or use, e.g. for potatoes or forestry. Interpretations 
of soil maps for such purposes may require different groupings 
of the mapping units to express the concept of land capabiAity 
used in the system. 
Factors important in assessing agricultural lard capability are given 
in Table 2.2.1.L Land is allocated to one of seven main classes accorbing 
to the degree to which its use is limited by (i) wetness; (ii) soil 
properties - shallowness, stoniness, structure, texture, fertility; 
(iii) gradient3 (iv) liability to erosion; (v) climate. Class 1 land 
has very minor or no physical limitations to use, while class 7 land 
has extremely severe limitations that cannot be reotified. The limitations 
imposed by gradient and climate are outlined in Tables 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3. 
Some of the background to land capability classification is given in 
papers in M.A.F.F. (1974), and papers on soil type and land capability 
are given in Mackney (1974). Rudeforth and Bradley (1972) presented 
this classification in the form of a decision tree, which can be used 
to allocate any land unit to a class, although this was drawn up for 
Pembrokeahire and may need modification for use elsewhere. 
FacMra lmportant in agricultural land capability . ' 
. . 
orth armd -By, .l972; Rudeforth :& :Webster, lmJ; ~udgforth,,.l$5) 
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Limitations on agriculbval  practices caused by: gradient ( ~ i b ~ .  ., . ;and. . . .  +-Y,
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Table 2,.2, &,3 
Climatic limitations on agricultural practices (Bibby and Mackney, 1969). 
R = average ra infal l  (mn) 
. . .  
. . .  
PT = average potential transpiration (m) 
- - , <  
. .  T .='.~o&-;"t~pm&~e$age of mean &ail+ tempedure . . .  ,.: 
Three useful climatic groups have been defined: 
........... 
. . . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . .  . . . . . . .  I . i;. . . . .  . . 
., . I R - .  '"::;,:ll(j(,j &, :;:::..150C. i:'?.. .". .. >. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ' 3 
limitations on crop growth sl ight  or absent 
11 R-PT .::::1.300 mn and T ::::?. 1 4 ' ~  (but excluding group I )  
moderately unfavourable climate restricting ahoice of crops 
- ,  . :.. 
m6d&ratthy severe t o 6 x t & d l y  devere climate which'restricts ohoiee of 
- . . . .  
. . 
. . .  
. .  ' . ~  
PS. . . . . . .  
.', . - 
. . . .  
. . . . . .  ~< . .  
. . . . 
In general 
(1) land over 2000 ft is generally above the t ree  l ine  and provides 
. , 
rough grazing . '. 
i...,? . .  
, . . \  I I . '  . . . .  . .  - . . . .  
. . , . ,,,,.. 
. . 
(2) land between 1000 and 2000 f t  w i t h  more than 60 in. annual rainfall 
provides rough grazing but pasture improvement is usually not feasible 
(3) land between 600 and 1000 ft with more than 50 in. annual rainfal l  allows 
pasture improvement but is not suitable fo r  arable crops 
(4) land between 400 and 600 ft with more than 40 in. annual rainfal l  (45 ib 
".&&st$iii ' h i t a h )  is  miilly sui.hble fbp grass and limited arahle 
- :+ 
. . 
. . +. . . .  
... c p 6 p * ~ .  . .  : . . .  . , . . . . .  
.. , r.. 
. . ,  
More knowledge of the relationships between weather and crop gronth is needad, 
but it is clear that  differences in macroclimate influence land capability, 
and that t h i s  is reflected in the present land use pattern. Any useful 
categorisation of climate must correspond t o  the real i t ies  of existing 
land use, e.g. it must be able t o  differentiate between the dominarrtly 
pastural areas of western, and the dominantly arable areas of eastern, 
Britain; between the restricted choice of crops available in Caithness 
and the wider choice of eastern England. 
I n  the M.A.F.F. Agricultural Land Classification, land is allocated 
t o  one of f ive  main grades according t o  the . . degree t o  which its use 
is limited by climate, & l i e f ,  a n d s o i l .  'Maps of ~ n g l d  and Wales 
have been published a t  a .scale of 1:63 360. ' The emphasis is on ' f lex ib i l i ty  
for  crop production, and ~ i l g  (1975a) pointed out tha t  the  surveying . ' .  
method adopted i n  tne-.p~oduction of.'the maps 'terids-to underrate the 
extent of good land; if land is grade 1 for  potatoes but grade 3 f o r  
a l l  otlier"crops, it is- mappedas gride 3 .  Furthermore, thewidth  of; . . ,  ' 
t he  f ive  grades is notccnsis tent .  Gilg also pointed out tha t  the 
s c a l e o f  mapping was the same as the f i n a l  publication scale; and the - '.' 
minimum unit  evaluated was 200 acres (80.911 ha). Hence, the maps' are  ' 
not 'suitable for  detailed work. . 
Jeffers  ( l q 6 a )  commented tha t  although t h i s  classif icat ion is t h o ~ g h t  
t o  be based on physical c r i t e r i a  alone, the various physical factors  - ! 
do not ac t  independently. The evaluation may thus be regarded as an 
. . i n t u i t i ~ k ~ m u l t i p l e  regression technique, with crdp:yields (mounts, 
rel ldbi lktyj  ease of a3hievement) compoundef together as  the dependent,"' 
variabke, and the 'physical ' .cri teria as the independent vdiables ;  
I n  pra6tice,,hd*erj':the p+dceSs must inevitably have re s t ed  on the 
identification 6 fcc r t aW-  combinations:which possess the minimum balanced 
requiremGnts: fo r .  cgr ta in  type of . ag6icul twal  . use, 
a dbllde'Ijio;assay:, - ' . 
., . ,, , , 
, . . ,, , , . . . . . 
. . . . 
.,.. 7 .  .. , 
I . .L ._ . ~&r'"Efi&'p'&~osd' bf look%' ~t .upl*d areas i n  d e t i i i ,  - bokc %he Soil-  
and the M. A.F.F. c lassif icat ions sire ?f limited value. ' Most IJplaIIds 
f a l l  into the  three poorest classes of the  former ax@ the two poorest 
=&gs'af %fie: .latt.rr 
.~.. . 
.For efficient '  use. of upland are&, a .  more detailed 
,.. .aa*&i~ick~i:6n . , ' ,  , ,, 
. ,  .  ., : , . .  
equired. . ( , '  
, , , , .  . 
M.A.F.F.', peomptkd by 
. . Lan;l .cliis . ~L 
act  ' t h d t t h e  ~ i n l k t r y ' s  existillg ~ g r i ~ u l t u r a l !  
~. ~ s l f  i6atibn of mgiana' ' hd  ~fd.es:'maps; while u~ef 'b i  ' f ~ r ' . ' ~ & + d  
plannihgi'have inadkuatb +tar1 f o r  studies on a more. local. sc$le, ' 
plus the f a c t  t&? the er:is<ln;; classif icat ion gives no indication o 
the ,  ifiproveineiit.'po$ential of unimproved la@ (Grade 5)  ai-e developi 
'-.:a. m r e '  detaiied metkkti& of classif icat ion for  the 'a reas  currently i n  ' 
.;&rades 4 and 5, ,2  '.:pilot surxeys have been undertaken (e:& the parish 
of ~a&ridge. : for  -*he:'l$ort;h Riding pendine Study), 'but-So far, '  no iletailg : 
. . .~ 
of t h e ' k l ~ s i f i c a t i o l l  . , . ., . . , . have been~published. ,.., . 
. . ,  . ,  . , .  . . 
. .. 
. , Newbould "(2974, .X975 ) reviewed t h e  current s t a t e  of techniqdes f o r  the . 
I6prdvem8nt of , h i l l  paSt+es f o r  agriculture.  He noted tha t  +,he mas6., 
import&t.-:single fadto+ which- influences ariind output from the hZlIs . ' 
is nutrit3on;'..ind the  key t o  en improved nutr i t ion cycle f o r  bhe grazing 
, 
animal l i e s  in pasture improvement. H i l l  s o i l s  a regenera l ly  acid, ' .  
o r t  of phosphorus, and have poor physical structure. The nature 
the s o i l s  has. been much influenced by the climate, which is, in.geneiral, 
cold, wiqdy, -9d wet." The climate, the  nature o f ' t h e  soi l ,  and the 
effects of man s ac t iv i t i e s  haxe resulted i n  a~wide  spectruin uf ; h i l l -  
plant c o m i t i e s .  Indigevus h i l l  pastures produce small (by lowland 
s t a n d a a s ) y i e f d s  of dry matter, mostly of low digest ibi l i ty ,  ',althdugki .. 
so~?~&~.twe,.types.yield-dry.rnakter of quite:'tiigh nutrit ive-value, the 
highest values occurring f o r  only a shorC:timej e.g. l a t e  b y  t o  early 
June. Moreover, t rad i t ional  systems of h i l l  fanning resu l t  in marked 
under-utilization of %he' herb&, with an ever-inchas* 8 i l u t i o n ;  of ' ~ '  "' ' .  
~asture' q u d i t y '  season- by ''season. 'C1early;'has niost suited . for  improvement 
could be selected more eff icient ly i f  improved s o i l  and vegetation infonnatlon 
.<: . . .  : . i 
. . .  
16 
. ~ . ,  
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
. . 
. L 
was avaiiab~e. .., ~ e ~ b b u 1 k ' ' s ~ e s t e d  th& the sort, of infokaiion repuired. 
might be: obtained- i f  t he  principle6 of t he  M.A.P.F. h i l l s  and upl&,ds 
. ,  . 
system ,wpye, li+ed. w i t h :  informr$ion from regional climatic maps, anh 
: . 
that on access,. possible Pence Ilnes, and water .supply. 
. . . . . . . .  
- .  . . . . . .  
Bendelm and, ~a,rtnup (it press) discussed the assessme& of climatic 
limitations .in rel@ti$n. t o  ... the land use capability classification of' 
the s o i l  l ~ y y e x ,  . AS (the &ief  agricultural use of uplands is. for 'graiflg, 
climatie c o a  be useful realist ic ,  since :the g r w  - : 
of @.ass shows a good klafJonship t b  temperature and;moistu$e"5alance. ' .  
. . .  
.. 
. . 
.... 
, , 
... , . ,  
. . . .  
, ., 
2.2.2 ... Forestry 
. . . . .  
The prod*ctibn'of. wood ( ce?liilose) is perha& less dependent on so i l  
f e r t i l i t y .  t h a n i s .  the production of proteing and carbohydrates in food 
orops livestock,. The chief aemand ip  +olrrme?ci+ forestry is for 
quantity :of, timber, and hence for large voliyne-prodking trees whibh 
giye , thebest  yields and financial' returns. ' Classification of land 
f o r  forest%-y inevitably includes a oonsiderdion of yield. Various 
workershave. attemptedto express in equations the relationships betweqn 
s i t e  factors cql forzst height-age relationships ( s i t e  index), this: . :, 
ig.,sometimes knomas the factorial. approach. The philosophy of claa'sification 
for forestry in Canada w& discussed, . 
. by Rowe,. (1962),, 
. . 
In Britain, Statham (1972) in h is  study 'of th= North York Moors, devised 
a classification'whi& was based on ecological and k n h  economic constraints 
of a widely-occurring and ' restr ict ive nature. Several assumptions 
were made:..bl) Relativg priori t ies of food and timber production in  the 
f oreseeil$e,: rutur&"&e out ektensive affoqstat ion of grades 1-3 agritiultural 
land; (2) existing investment ~ i ?  agriculture (buildings, stock, fences, 
walls).lowers potential for  forestry development even where the biological 
potential i sh igh ;  ( 3 )  a corollary of (2) is that land a t  present maaged 
for forestry generally, has a higher potential for forestry than nfm-fo~sted 
land, exkept ~ areas of very f e r t i l e  soils,,where clearance t o  +gricu]tture 
~ u l d  be more profitable) ( 4 )  the' existence ,of o o ~ o n  land is a '&ofl-' '' 
term bu-k:ndt a'long-term constraint; ( 5 )  aswi th  agriculture, sohioL 
. , . , 
econorpic factors such as  land prices, location, access, distande t o  
n&kets, ownership factors, are not. taken into account; (6) amenity, . 
, . 
recreational, and conservatiob factors are oat considered; (7) the present 
balaqe af subsidies etc. .between forestry and agriculture is agsumed, 
but n& Moessarily the actual rates.. , The grading system evdlved . .  , by 
Stathqm .was.,as f o&lows.: .... . . .  , . . .  . . . . 
. ~ > .  . : . . .  
. . 
.,~ . 
~ r &  .l:. l&i with variable but gehe+ally goor soi ls  with l d v j  $donomic ciijnstraintf 
' : t o  forestry development (these areas . , ,  ir&lude . . . most o f t h e  ... 
. i. 
, , , existing' . . forests). ., . : ~. . . . , , .  . . .  
, , , ,  . 
. .  : 
, , ~ . .  . . ?  
Gr&l.2: . la wifh poor . ..., v<%j;: poor soi ls  ~iith low t o ' m o d e ~ ~ t e ~ ~ c ~ i c : :  
constraints t o  forestry. develon+nt. Subclass . .  2a , :Canahor. . . . . . .  land..  
(coincides . . . . . . . . . . . .  : with:. u~nclog.ed . m&i& . . . . .  ). . . . . . . . . . . . .   p .. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  , 
Grade' 3 : i& with poor . . . . . . . . .  ajld .modigite t o  $&+ere e~oriomio :c$nstrii+8 t o  
forestry development. . (mese . . . .  &as = .  . -  are ' , pc+i.er':'&3ricultVjd . . .  . 
. . . . .  land). . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . i . -' , . .  
~. 
, . 
. . .  
. . . ,
, .,.,. 
- 
Grade 4: land w i t h  moderate or good soi ls  but severe economic constraints t o  
forestry development except for  sporting amenity. 
Grade 5:  $and with severe ecological constraints t o  the successful growth 
of trees. 
. . . . 
The mixing of'. e6'olo&cal and economic c r i t e r ia .  in th i s  classif IaaGton ' . ,: 
. . . . . . .  is questi&ble. .. ~conomic coxsiderations can change very..r8pi@Y 
present-day Byitain, anri it. $&ems better t o  prdiice an ecologic& oiassification 
upon 6 i c h  r e a l o r  . ., hypothetical economic considerations can ,@ superimgosed. , , 
. . . . .  
b&slder~ t i in  of &eld.classes and regional differences has probab 
been the main reason whya classification of land for forestry capabi.lity-. 
. . , has! -. <. .$ot. yet been. in Britain. . In Canada, where the. e c o i o g i c ~  
sit&ion.,with r e g d ' t o  forestry is rather different, a l l  mineral and ' .  
organic soils,.. cari .be put into one of seven classes based o n  an iZlberent : ": 
abi l i ty  t o  grow 'commerciai timbkr. Associated w i t h  each capability 
. .clps&: a.produc~ivity range based on the. mean annual increment ..of . ;. 
th& bestspecies.or poup  of species adapted to. the site.-at or- n e q  :- ., .,. 
rotation age. ~ s ' i n  the agricultural land capability classification, 
the classes represent increasingly severe restrict,ions on use, an@ the  . .: 
subalasses indicate the nature of the restricting factor(s) (~c~orm&, 
v'?a).. . , .: . . ~ ., . . . .  . . . . .  . . 
>,. i. , \  . /  3 ~. 
  ow ever, -~umar (1977 ) ' questioned whether the Canada Land Inventory 
. .&!&J): is :*ally agplicaqle $0 Canadian forests, The wood productivLty .. 
'scale is based ,on" t~  annual increment of the best species for.,  
I 
'normal stands or fully stocked stands' under good management', 
but the CLI. does. not define .these terms. Kumar question@. the .use ,: . . .  :. 
. . .  
of the te& .'normal stands', p noted tbt there is no .criterion .%o . , , . . 
define a, ' f u l l y  ,$to&ed stand , and that  what constitutes 'good mapgemnt' 
i n  Canada i s  ~II i iusive factor. If management objectives di f fer .  from,., . . .  
pr,$v.ince t o p r o ~ i n c e ' ~ ,  forest  to forest, forest productivity w i l l ;  :: . .  
also vary.. . Fm-thermore, . the concept of forest capability ratings reinfopces 
the fqlse ' assyjption ... that  the ,present-day, f irst-class forests. qf Canada 
can be,::wlabed. :*generation of ecosystems and 'costs o f  regeneration - : 
seem to: have 'been ignored. . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . 
! : .  . 
. . . . . .  
In Britain, diff icult ies have been experienced when attern&; have been 
. .  made to,ey?lve a general s i t e  capability classification for forestry. 
These r e d u e  t o  the fact that: (1)  the s i t e  factors which directly infLuence 
. . .  production of :the major comnercial speoies are .not well 'understood; 
. . . . . . . .  ( 2 )  the erfects  of -changing alterable s i t e  limitations (by drainage,. 
cultivation, fer t i l i sa t ion)  are di f f icul t  t o  quantify; ( 3 )  a - t r e e  crop. 
has a greater effect  on the s i t e  i t se l f  than have agricultural crops; 
(4) the extensive use of non-indiginous species has inareased Ve:exte&. 
of +w. relat+onshi@ between species, yield, and site,factorq mi+ . 
would %e nat&ally wide due t o  ~ r i t a i n ' s  climatic, physiographic, and 
lithological variation; (5) much of the ear l ier  work on s i t e  classification 
was based on vegetation description, and although the natural vegetation 
of the site, as modified by anthropogenic factors, did reflect  s i t e  
limitatiuns, only empirical correlation could be made when making decisions 
on the selection of species for planting. The Forestry Commission has 
generally taken the view that  it would pursue regional classification 
which improved the efficiency of forest managers in the exercise of 
thei r  functions (Toleman, in M.A.F.F. 194) .  
. . v  
...... , . . 
. . .  1. ,c; ". ~ . ,. 1.. : ,.: . ' , . .  
Examples of r e g i 0 ~ ' ~ c l a s s i f i c s t i o m  are gi&n'by Toleman and Pyatt 
(1974) and by Fyatt e t  .al (1969). Busby ( l i ' 4 )  gave forest site yield 
guides t o  upland- Britain .on- a mglonal 'basis.' ' In' a&sessing the  ekonomi'cs 
of forestry i n  a given situation, i n  particular when comparing the economics 
of different forms of. land use, it is necessary tocogsider not only 
estimated yields, but  'also the ,cost's of est'b75lishing the. fcrest. . .  For 
. 
, current Forestry Comiission plariting, something( i i k e  three-q&~s"".'. ': 
of the t o t a l  area i v i i l  Pcquire some' kind 'or: fkrtiliser: This is' ihos%ly. 
phosphorus, although on the poo~cr  peats a ptiospliomrs and potassim' 
mixture i s  applied a t  p lmtim o r  a few years later.  . A t  present, n i t r o g ~  
fer t i l i s ing is confined oheck"c~b;p& , .  . i n t h e  pre-thicket &age' and , , .  ' 
t o  'some ' slow-growing semi-mit~~e c-cps' on veiy pooi' 'mfieril soils. ' , , , - .  
Nitrogen i s  often applied in combimtion'vrith'phospiibnis in these .situations . . 
(Toleman and Fyatt, 1974; Everard, 1974; ~ h , , l g 7 5 ) .  Also, s& ,. 
a ,  aylor, 196); ' --  fonn of s i t e  preparation.may be necessary(Edlin Y*: * . .  T - .  
.,, . , 
, . , .  
It is worth noting that nome .site factors whfchare limiting fo6:agi'ibiiLtke 
are not l i m i t i n g  t o  forestry,' . . e.g. (Tole&j . i n  . M.A.F.F. 1974).": . . .  
. . . . ... 
. . 
0 . . .  . . , .  . . . 
. . .  1 )  slopes up t o  35 are ~3kptab ' l e  . . . . . . .  
2) stoniness o r  boulder content or bouldery surfaces have l i t t le  effect 
on forest ut i l isat ion unless very high frequency is encountered , . 
. . .  
'. . , .  . .  . 
3 )  arganic' 'knd 05p;ano-mineral so i l s  do.not represent as severe ltmitations 
for foresti+y :as Tor int&siv? 'agricultural use. 
In contl'ast, some 1imi't;ations such.as wetness associated with clay textures 
.and low or zero potential water defici t  can be a serious limitation 
i i ' fores t ry  or on s tabi l i ty  'grounds; arid can aff eot production much 
more seriously i n '  ngricu1tu-A. ' Also, shallow 'soil over limestone - 
is a serious limita+vion for many conifer tree species bu t  can be.utilised 
..' qii te '  productivcly by intr l l igznt  agr icul tkal  practice;- Climatio . , 
and topographic factorsp~o6ably play's greater part i n  classification 
for forestry. Paterso? (1956):.pre~ubod ar. index for  estimating'%he"' . . . .  . 
potential productivity of tzes stem wc~d using only climatic fi&ort;' ' 
(see section ~ . .  4.3). . . 
. . . .  
. . 
. . 
In  a classification df upl&$ Firkc&, classification of land for'forestry 
"dapability'.mlght be based simply &I whether -or not ' t rees w i l l  grow 'at" 
a given'mfiihurh yield class. 'i%e economics of f0:iystry i n  that, 'are&: . . '  
could then b e  comid<reil se2lrately, especiiliy in .%he l ight  of . ch&& .; .
. -  
economic circumstances and G6~3EIynt priorities. ' : '  : . :  " . . .  . 
. , : . . . . . . . .  
Such a classif icatian has bksn'  produ&d for us by R; Talemq and D. ' ' , 
G. Pyatt (Forestry Commission), a d  ;fs . given . i n  Tdles' 2.-2.2'.1' and 2.2.2.2. 
. . .  . . . . .  
.., 
Table 2.2.2.1 General c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  l and  
f o r  Fores t ry  Capability. NORTHERN PENNINES AND SCOTPISH BORDET? 
- 
Elevat ion Topex Brown e a r t h  
1 
NS SS SP CP LP JL SS LP (9a) 
EL Severa l  o the r  
conif. 0 B i  Ald 
NS SS SP CP LP 
J L  EL DF Other 
conif. 0 B i  Ald 
Other B.L. (9%) 
SS SP LP JL 
Other B.L. 
Severa l  obher B.L. 
( 9 q )  
Podzol 
Ironpan s o i l s  
Peaty il'onpan s o i l  
2 
NS SS SP CP LP JL 
Some other  conif. 0 
B i  Ald few other  
B.L. (9%) 
EL (>5C7) 
ss Lp (9%) 
I SP k 5 @ )  I N S  B i  Ald ( 4 5 q )  
SS LP Few other  
conir  ( 9 % )  
Gleys 
Peaty/non peaty 
3 
Flushed and 
Molinia bogs 
4 
< 30 
H i l l  peat  
Unflushed bogs 
5 
A I L  ((5%) 
NS SS SP LP 
( 9% ) 
F e a s i b i l i t y  of produciw 
crops: - 
(9%) 
NS CP EL 0 B i  
b5G) 
> 3 0  
> 1 0  m h t  
> GYC 5 
CP A l .  ( 4 x 3 )  
SS SP LP (93) 
- i n  each s i t e  type 
NS SP JL B i  p5Op) 
JL Bi  Ald (>!J@) 
EL 0 ( 4 5 9 )  
ss LP (9%)  
m o m  PROBABILITY (9%) 
PROBABLE (> 5@ ) 
POSSIBLE (65%) 
, , 
NS SP JL Bi  Ald 
(>5@) 
EL 0 ((50; ) 
SS LP (9%) 
F e r t i l i z a t i o n  is  
normally c a r r i e d  out 
in s i t e  groups 
4 and 5 which ensures 
that both LP a n i  SS 
achieve>GYC5 
NS (>5@) 
JL ~i ~ l d  ( 4 5 4 )  
ss LP (9W) 
"other Broad leaves" means 
BL species  no t  named i n  t h a t  
DOX. 
NS SP B i  Ald 
(<5@) 
SS LP ( 9 w )  
S imi la r ly  w i t h  conifers.  
LP (9%) 
NS SP B i  Alu (>5C$) 
JL (<5@-) 
ss LP (3%) 
NS SP ~i ~3.d 
(<5aF) 
ss LP (9q:) 
> 400 m 
( 1300 ' ) '  
3 s  (>5G) 
LP (5%) 
NS Norway spruce  SP Scots pine LP Lodgepole pine EL European l a r c h  0 Oak Ald Alder GYC ~ r o m  y i e l d  o l a s s  
SS Sitka spruce CP C o r s i c ~ p i n e  J L  Japanese l a r c h  DF Douglas f i r  B i  Birch  B.L. Broad-leaved species  
' 'O 
3 0  
NS SP JL Bi  
(45@) 
ss LP ( > 5 q )  
SP Bi  (15%) 
S S L P ( > ~ @ )  
s p  (<5%) 
SP (<5@) 
ss LP ( > 5 4 )  
SP (45(4:) 
S S L P ( > > @ )  
JL (<5%5) . 
SS LP (,50;,) 
SS LP (>>GI 
ss LP P 5 G )  
ss LP P 5 G )  
SS LP F 5 4 )  
ss LP (<Llc%) 
Tabla 2.2.2.2 General olassification of land NORTH AND MIP-WALES 
Feasibility of producing 
crops :- 
>lo  m h t  
>GYC 5 
- i n  each s i t e  type 
Sl'ROffi F'ROBABILITf (908) 
PROBABIE b5@) 
POSSIBIE (<5@ ) 
Fert i l izat ion is normally 
carried out i n  s i t e  groups 
4 and 5 which ensures that  
both LP 8.m SS achieve GYC5 
"other Bmad leaves" means BL 
species not named i n  that  box. $ 
Similarly with conifers. 
Calluna, Sphagnum 
and Eriophorum 
Peat8 
5 
LP (9@) 
JL SP SS 0508) 
NS EL a few other 
conif. ~i Ald (<5Q%) 
- 
LP (9%) 
SS 0 5 m )  
LP (9%) 
.% (>5@) 
('5%) 
SS (45%) 
LP (-=5%) 
Flushed and 
Molinia peat8 
4 
SS NS J L  SP LP 
Ald Bi ( 9 6 )  
Several other 
conif. 05%)  
0 Several other 
B.L. (<5q)cP EL 
SS w (w) 
NS JL SP a few 
Other conif. 
(>5W) 
Bi Ald (<5m) 
ss LP (9@) 
NS JL SP a few 
other conif. Bi 
Aid K 5 6 )  
SS LP (>5@) 
SS LP (*5@) 
Elevation 
200400 ip 
650-L300 
4 00 
t o  
600 m 
1300-1900' 
> 600 m 
1900' 
Capability. 
Brown earths 
1 
SS NS J L  EL 
SP CP LP 0 
Bi Ald (9%) 
Many other 
conif. several 
other B.L. b5@ 
SS JL SP LP 
(9@) 
NS EL CP Bi 
Q5Q) 
0 Ald a few 
other B.L. 
(<5$) 
SS NS JLELSP 
LP (9W) 
Bi 0 5 6 )  
CP 0 Ald a 
few other B.L. 
(<5@) 
SS JL LP 0 5 % )  
NS EL SP Bi 
(<5@) 
SS JL SP LP 
Bi ( < 5 4 )  
ss 
f o r  Boreatry 
Topex 
> 30 
< 30 
> 30 
< 30 
> 30 
< 30 
Ironpen soi l8 & 
integrades 
2 
SS NS JL SP CP LP 
Bi Ald (OW) 
Several other conif. 
(>5@) 
0 a few other B.L. EL 
k 5 6 )  
SS LP (m) 
JL SP P54. ) 
NS CP a few other 
conif. Bi. Ald ((50%) 
SS LP (9m)  
SP JL 9 5GJ 
N S  EL CP a few other 
conif. B1 Ald (<5OjG) 
SS LP (>5C$) 
JL SP ((5%) 
SS SP LP (<5w) 
ss ((50k) 
( D. G. Pyatt ) 
Cleys including 
peaty gleys 
3 
SS NS J L  EL SP CP 
LP 0 B i  Ald (9011) 
several other conif. 
(>5@) 
Several other B.L. 
(<5%) 
ss I.2 (9%) 
NS JL SP a few 
other ccnif. Bi 
Ald O5oF) 
EL 0 (<5@) 
3.5 LP (9'3) 
NS JL SP ~i ~ l d  
(>5oF) 
EL a few other 
conif. 0 ( ~ 5 ' $ )  
SS LP 0 5 Q )  
NS JL (<5@) 
SS I2 (e50P 
. . .  
~. . 
. ~ 
. . 
< .* >. i . 
. . .  
. . . . .  
.., soil. type .... 
. , . b . .  . . . . , 
A1tihd.e . : . ' . . . . 
. . 
. . 
i.'! ' . .., . , . 
,A~e,pula$ed"$empei-a~.  (Birse 'and Diy, 1970) , . 
-. 
. . , . 
mpisure. ( ~ i r s e  and Robpison, igo) 
R&nfall and potential water deficit  ( ~ i r s e  an8 by, 1970) 
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., Topographic class . . ,and . . . .  slope % type 
. . 
,. : .. ..vwtation (presen& or absence of  C a l l u & d l g h i s , .  ~ r i c h o j h o d  ceies~itosum, 
. . . .  
&iodho& V a g i n i t u m ,  Molinla caerulea, scrub shrubs, Werid.dib Winlll~). 
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' ' . 'BDUldel'. factor , .'. . . 
. . . . .  . . . . . .  
;TerGa'in form and"roughness , . , 
, ,  . , .. . . 
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2.2.3 Recreation -,,.. ,..".- . ::: .- 
Uplands ~~pp.or t . .a  rep&q. of .recreational aot$.y.ltiep, whiqh, ma$* differbnt . 
demands on the land. hl imIjing, 
require no special fac i l i t i es  otherthan those prwided by the lsndsoape.. 
Such act iv i t ies  make relatively intensive use of,.only a ,pal l  proportion . .. 
of the total area. In the case of w a l k i n g ,  has re&U&d'~%h&' ' . 
erosion of many upland footpaths. Cross-couutry skiing is an activity 
whioh is growing in  popularity. It requires no spec id  fao i l i t l es  
apart from snow and suitable terrain, and it remains t o  be aeencMiat' 
impact it w i l l  have on the land. Shooting of grouse and phea8tw.t;~ 
places a different type of demandon..th?, land $.that, ,.it repW.6 that 
the land be managed in a particular- wq. Ori &' otiier hand, ?leer shoot* 
does not require such special managehnt, ' In g&aralJ; auoh recrea?jional 
act ivi t ies +s~igcludp..aeg$hetia, pleasure derived fm the soe,mry. 
Robinson e t  al (1976) examined mew& for  ev&lukting -the :vt& quality 
of landsoapes. Two methods were recowended, and it was recomdae&: 
that all suoh methods involve subjectivity. 
.. > 
The baeia of the classifioktion 'fd:rec~%&ion~sed in the Oanada Iand 
Inventom (MGormack, 1 g 1 )  is the quantity of recreation l a w  .use whioh 
may be generated and sustained per unit area of land per year lindei- 
perfeot market conditions. A high land class unit therefore has a 
high index of attraction in terms of popular prefemnces and a use toleratwe 
which pemits  intensive use without unduly degr?ading the resource; 
This ranking does not take into account present use or aooeasibility. 
Intensive and dispersed act iv i t ies  are m o g n i s s d  Intensive activi t iee 
are those in which relatively large numbers of people csin'be '&c&odkted '^ 
per unit area, while dispersed activi t ies are those which normaLly I ' e ~ U i r e  
a relativelg large area per person. ,Recreation subolasses,.x%i$oate 
. . 
. ,,.Fe kJn@ of feat-s which provide, oRport&ty for recreation;- and 
---% .-k--:~~itjxe:'-~. of. 2- .mt W c a *  .w,e ~~~WXIS .  
. ;: ->.; r 
. , . . . ,. :?-.>;I .'!::.:. . .. . . 
-* ..-.. ., , A 1--.: - -: :,.j .; ;.:, . : 
. . This concept c&d..be. applied fi . * p ~ ~ ~ ; . & & *  '& ed Gaty 
s f  . t he . l gnd i s  an important factor in assessing euitabil i ty fop recraation. 
Barkham (1m) examined the concept of catlying capaaity, and-notsd' 
the difference between ecological carrying capacity, ' i. e. the maxiwna 
land use pressure that  an area w i l l  tolerate without ecological d e s r a d a t i q  
and recreational capacity, which depends upon subjective faoto~h. Attempts 
t o  evaluate land capability for recreation in Britain have usualb involved 
subjective assessments of one sort or another (e.g. Statham, 1972; Jluffield 
and Owen, 1970)- Ovington & & (1974) discussed problems arising 
from the upsurge of tourism in National Parks in general, and for  the 
Ayers Rook-Mt Olga Nationel Park in A u s t r a l i a .  They advanced the c0ncefi 
of tour is t  carrying capacity as a basis fo r  landsoape plrrnning ud FasoUr~e 
management. Sinden (1975) discussed an extensim t o  this oonoept. 
The Federal (Republic of Germany) Inst i tute of Vegetation Science, 
Nature Conservation, and Landscape ~~t has evolved a mothod 
for  determining potential recreation areas. Water bodies, woodlanl, 
23 
. . 
arable/grassland ratio, rel ief  strength, and climate have been assessed 
in  the manner of an economic value analysis. The days of sunshine 
are graded highest, next come the water bodies, tfie rel ief  strength, . 
the woodland, the snow cover, the decreasing level of rainfall, and 
the arable/grassland ratio. From th i s  a colour map of the Natural 
Attractiveiless has been prepared (Olschowy, 1975). This method seems 
very aubJective. 
Various attempts have been made i n  Britain t o  classify land for recreationd 
purposes (e.g. Duffield and Owen, l q 0 ) .  These attempts usually invollr? 
some sort  of subjective gradin@; system, often based on landscape quality 
(e.g. see Jacobs, 1974; Lane -- e t  a1 1975). Duffield and Gwen (1970) 
used   in ton's classification of landforms t o  which were assigned arbitrary 
scores for  ' scenic attractiveness'. 
Field studies in the bmtind H i l l s  area of Central Fife i n  Scotland ( ~ i &  
1974) have demonstrated..that   in ton's method of assessing scenery as ,) 
a natural resource has meential as a basis f o r  constructing a more . : .: 
rigorous model, but one which could still be simple enough t o  be easily 
applied by local authority and other planners. These studies demonstrated 
that  lint on'.^ method is clearly workable and yofihy of extension., The 
methcd can be adapted t o  &:variety of scales and a rigid gampllw frame. 
However,. the scale of values and the extension of the method t o  environments 
outsi'dij-: Scotland are impoi.tant considerations t o  be tested. G i l g  ( lq5b),  
as the result of a colour Slide.experiment, suggested a modified scoring 
&st?gm -fbr  the different 1andfo.m~ and a revised ranking of land use. 
' ' 
'a i19'~ '(1g6~~ investQated sources of possible variation i n  deriving Wa" 
scoregof the Linton rnethcdcind concluded that  the possibility of errors,,  
ocoub~ing through two particular factors must be remedied before the 
method could be used as:a fully operational tool for  planning purposes. 
The two factors We (.a)-the di f f icul t ies  of. interpretation between two 
or more types 6f . land usefland form when:they both occur in the same . , ' 
square, and (b) the needto produce. a 8pecific matrix of values for ,,.,. 
identifying land form quantitatively, similar t o  that  used in Lanarkshire 
( W f i e l d  and Owen, 1970). 
. . 
... . 
The .,olassification of land f o r  recreational uses is so complex that. 
it requires a separate study. . .~ ~ I . , ..~..  ,:
. . 2.2.4 - Water resobces I . . .., ..,, .. . - : -  ., .: . .... . 
... 
A s  from- April 1 1975, the management of water resources .in,.England.and 
Wales has been in  the hands of a number of regional Water ~u thor i t i es .  
The main upland, $as come under the North-West, Northunbrian , and Yorkshire. 
Water Authorities and the Welsh ~ a t i o n d  Water Development Authority. ' ' 
The North-West Water Authority,. when consulted informally about the 
classification of land f o r  wate? z%souraes, stated that the management 
of water resources was'.being concentrated more i n  the transfer of water 
from r ivers  rather than the establishment. of r e s e r v o i ~ . ~ .  ~Zn catchments. 
Hence'it appears t o  be unnecesiaw.to c l  assify... l p d  f0r.th.ig.p 
. . 
.:...i.: ,,.,.,.., ' 
1. . I .  . . .  2,.  : : )  . . 
!The maJor impact of the Water Authority on the uplands is likely td 
be in  its management of existing upland catchments. The Water Authorities 
are large landowners. The M.W.W.A., for  example, manages 40 sq. km. 
(10 000 acres) of water and about 600 sq. km. (150 000 acres) of land, 
much of it i n  National Parks (N.w.w.A. f i r s t  annual report, 1974-1975). 
Aocess t o  some of these areas has t o  be restricted, but i n  others recreational 
use is possible. 
. . 
2.2.5 ! . . .   . . ' .  M i n e r a l  potential . . . . . .  
. , - r  .. 
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2. r o ~ i b l e  m&' potent id  as aduced from prospe~ting 
results and'geplogical evidence . . .  
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4, , . ~ r e q  r n  mch;  on geological 
., mi&%. be suspeb* . ; , . . 
. .  ~ 
. .  
. . 
5. . Area for,.which ,geologio+ or  o 
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T h e ' ~ - c ~  LBnd .mentory (Mocormaok, 
.of ~ & i : ~ n  i ms.,of i t e  suitability :f 
but. i*:ieliat.'b$ei,r i f  this hirs besn 
. . .  
. . 
*;:. .'( . .  
H*WS ~ ~ o i n  (1976) stated that the l i t n i t s t i m ~ ~  bP t b  
Inventory e t a  f r o m  its sub Jectivity, lack o f  refe&me tb pmisent-land:..:: 
u6e,-.8M.laok of c0nsideration:bf habitat manlpulatfon Q06b5 .in:ae%i&niBg ': 
c h b i i i ~ g  ratings. Furthennor&, habitat desoriptions abh nottof.-wiif5h%ent . 
detai l  t o  allow the  rating of land units. for  wildlife species o t h e r ' ' ?  ,:Y 
than thole bonsidered in theor iginal  survey. 'Hams and HWoa attempted 
t o  wen?& these limitations w i t h  a more holis+ic,ihabitat-b.h&bitat-b 
The c1assif:icationis based oxi elements stable for'long term p 
for: exa@ple, ''land forms' w i t h  associated dil and:''o.limax vegetation 
&thcd w a s  wed in southern B r i t i s h  Columbia). Landufie i B  c o  
as  well as costs of habitat manipulation, and basid habitat inf 
is provided so ' tha t  all species w i t h  known habitat repuirements can 
be evd&ed. m s  dpproa& pe&itk do&bu& ref-nt: on %.:-is-;:;%' 
of site-speoific studies. Limitations result fidn, the. laok of: lac)d. .  :i 
knowledge about species habitat requirements, and the  use of climax 
. . . .  vegeta%ion, whioh may not exist. Migration also ' p r 6 i j s ~ n O s  'a,- problem 
in  al.1 1- classifications for: wildlife. Where migration is significant 
. . . . . . .  .... the most ~. . :cri t ical  . portion of a species' 'r&nge oap2+ evalriahd. : 
....- 
. .  
. . 
... . . . . .  \ .; . . ... , . ~ .  
. . .  
. . 
. . . .  diitwei ~oh&e rvano~  Council has. rec6nklP publPshed its review O f  ~ : .:': 
s i tes ,  c@i~ered  -importint in nat- co&&ni'&t~~1f~~(~atc1iffe, : 
In sel&ing"'hse sites, three stages:*.. hv&lv&: ' .: (1) R the " 
[3 ) . ? ~ ;  ;, , c siee features; (2) Assessingobmparative site uosing'~'3r:ktional series of key  sttes. Gri te~. ia  involved in! 
t 
wsre.'&j&,. $&rs$ty; 'natrii.alness!, -$&ietjri:.; fpaflw, ,typicp,nge 
reooril&~''~Xstoryj 'position in an eaologicay'$e~raphical unit, poten*id 
I value', intrinsic appealt. The selection of sites i n  (3) w a s  i n f l u e ~ e d  
b2,, m e ,  !adetpately t o  represent. the: ~ t w a ~ . '  rang* of variation in  
-'cxha.tfG,' &,siographic; eaaphic, and rint,hmpogenic .featu~es. The 
sites-&re"g,Med 1 -(~atio&l Nature lieserve6 or site's:af e p u i v d a t  
atatus) to'& '{Sit& of ~ p e c i k l  scientif ic  Ints*st .of l& regionsl importmoe). 
Fuln d;(tkil$:.$m given '&I Ratcliffe 'j1'977). . . .. 
. , , . ,' ...... " ) .  . . . . . . .  .; - . . .  
. . . . . .  .. . . I .  . . . . . . . . . .  . -  ..: . . , ,  . \ 
.., . .l i . ., 
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2.3 Numerical methods of classification 
In studies for land classification and potential, data may be obtained 
w i t h  increasing eyfort (and the:Pefore cost) from e x i s t i ~  maps, from 
a i r  photographs, or from Tield survey. The maps may be available for 
the,wfiole oP Britain (Ordnance Survey) or they may be s p e ~ i a l i ~ t  sources, 
. .:.. . o&y ,p&pt,S&ly avazl&ble or rnterpretablefor land c l a s$ i f i~€ i t i~n  .at
a particular scale-(e.g. geological or so i l  maps). -' It is necessary 
t o  consider what data and data-handling techniques are avaixable which 
can:produce classes thatcan,be ineerpreted in terms of potential for 
particul&r purposes. 
. , 
, , 
Any cl&fiification bf eny population of objects is an intellectual~exercise 
. . whereby the data can be grouped in one of a number of different wws, .. . . 
depending on the objectives of the classifier.  Classification may . ' . 
be defined as  the arrangement of ent i t ies  i n  groups or classes according 
*o thei r  common properties (Wright, 1972): Broadly speaking, t he  purpose 
of most olassifications is t o  enable Q6 classif ier  either t o  make Mucrtive 
generalisations about the data or t o  make predictions.. No single classification 
of a.moup of objects can seme .a l l  possible purposes, and the objects 
may need t o b e  classified in a variety of,ways accord- to.theneeds. . 
. . 
. ..:.:of -me elassif ier. ... . 
. . .  
It is important t o  dist-ish between classification, based on dlsaontinuities 
in the object-space and dissection'. Dissection (Kendal and Stuar t ,  . , 
1968, p 314) is. .the process of dividing the individuals of a unimcdal . .. 
data set into a given number of groups. It is important not to..confbe 
this process.with classification there i s  no implication that  the resulting i groups bepresent i n  eny sense a na tu ra l '  division of the data, .the$ . -) : 
are n4rely.a matter of convenience and the onlyreal  criterion is t h e i r . :  
ut i l i ty.  ' .. 
Howard ( a t  press) has reviewed numerical classification and cluster 
analysis techniques and thei r  application in  ecology. Perhaps the 
first important consideration in  numerical classification is the nature 
of the data (attributes).  In general, attribute data are of %kc bbasia 
types(C1ifford and Stephenson, 1975): (1)  Binary (2)  Disordered multistate; 
(3) Ordered multistate; (4)  Ranked; (5)  Meristic; ( 6 )  Continuous; although 
other types do occur. These categories are not completely separate, 
for example an attribute scored as binary i n  terms of single sample - .  
s i tes  may be better expressed in meristic form i f  the s i t e s  are'subsequenkly 
considered-"as, clusters. . L  . 
, . .  ~ . 
Differences of opinion exist  on the value of binary (presence or ab&noe)' 
data in ecological work, b u t t h e  consensus of opinion seems t o  be that ' . 
other data are preferable, and the results of using data w i t h  numerical 
values are m r e  informative than those using binary data. Among the 
s h o r t c o ~ ~ ~ ~ o f b i f l a r y d a t a  is the problem of consequential attributes, 
i.e. the presence of one feature may lead t o  secondary, o r  further, 
attributes. ..;'.Continuous quantitative data present fewer problems and 
are amenable ,so. a wider r m e  of analyses; 1t. is' usually unsatisfactory 
t o  oanvert:either..meristic or continuous data t o  binary form(C1ifford .- 
and Stephenson,, 1975). Jeffers ( p e r ~ .  corn.) considers that  a mixture. 
of binaq~.and continuous data is not usually usehl .  . . 
Sneath and Sokal (1973) pointedout that the proper selection 09 characters 
is c l ea r lya  c r i t i ca l  point in numerical taxonomy. There are certain 
kinds of characters whose nature cleasly disqualifies -them from use. 
i n  numerical classification:: (1) .  Meaningless. characters; (2 )  Logrcally 
correlated characters; (3) Par t ia l  logical correlations; ( 4 )  Empiriaal 
correlations. Such characters are redundant. 
. . 
. .  0 . . : 
. . . .  , ,  
. . 
.. <. . . ... . ,.. 
A rangle of techniques is available t o  enable the classif ier  t o  examine 
various aipkcts of a imltivariate data s e t .  
.How&erj i t r i s .  important . . 
that the models and principles on -which['the 'mathematids -are bmed sklould?. 
be well-founded'and the conclusions reached tested against M h e r  experienoe. 
In.:- majority of oases, 'there are no ' a b s & l ~ t ~ ~ . c r i t e r i a  ?Bgainst lthicrh 
t o  t e s t  the d r u c t w e  -of .a- classification, . and so it i s  tmpodanl: . to  ,. 
be clear about the steps .taken in  its:.deriuation (OLifford 'srid -Staph&6nj 
1975); . Multivmiate methods n b j  be used. t o  'explor6 mlationships &ong:~.I 
data, 'and!:to. .generate hypotheses,', but  they do lay traps , f o r t h e  urnuary. :.. 
A s  Anderberg (1973) noted " ~ o s t  parsons u s i n g  cluster analysis probably: 
employ it in  such an exploratory fashion,, but sometimes with an exctess 
:%willingness t o  accept the gospel as pronoihced tYle computer. The 
t e n d e w  ! t o  a s c ~ i b e  truth t o  numbers ~prod.ucedmechanica;Lly .is - w e l l  k m  . :  
in the f ie ld  of factor analyeisand no less  prevU6nt :in aluster  analysiev. 
It  Again, 'Anderbe=, Cluster analysis m&hods i$oliie a' mixture of impoSing 
a'structure on the data a d '  revealing that  stmct~We'rirhich actually exists  
: iri the data. The notion of finding :: !'.ural kro'Ltps'bndsto.bply thp't '' 
.. .:<.i::.;. ..'%tier, algorithm should .passively conform l ike  a H t e t  teeshirt;. ' I j n f ~ K L y ,  
pract!ical procedures involve 'f ixcd seiuances OF operatiom which '@&%i?a%inally 
ignorei:s$me:al9peats of structure while intensively,:dweXlFng , on , &he 
, ,; ,  . ,?L,.\'~,,.? 
Jeffers  (1970) stated that although special methods of classification 
. . 
have been developed in the : f i&ld of n.jmerfCd i - ~ i ,  me&&:&- '-'1 ' '  '. 
.~! - 
a r e  not a&eraily Appropriate to the s i tua t ibn!h  ' & 1 6 h ~ ' t h e ~ ~ ~ % $ ~ d i w l "  : 
s i tes  or sampling points t o .  be classified 'arenWerbus. " '  ':I% 'is .&ltkei$;:l 
thewf- that such t&hniqics as me m- -'t$& 'or:&&p''?:!.R" 
-is w i l l  have 'any fwnediate applicaticn tci -%and ' use ~ d . ~  
.meEhods $uch',e '  associatibn and information .esF'sis a're pe- *leV&t'., 
, ( .:. . , . , . :>... . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. ,  
...... * '  .i.i 
. . .  
He has subsequently (pers. comm.) modified this view, and his reasoning. 
is as followa. I f  in, say, land classification, a large number of 
attributes aud/or variables is recoided, it is'UnwLse. t o  attempt a 
direct clasi if icat ion(~.g.  by' any of 'a ranps or .clustering"iecbiIiqine:s 
without- p r e l w l a r y  investigation o f  the existetice 6P d i e e o h ~ n u i t  
i n  d * i v a r i a t e  space, and of the variation Introduced' by the mew 
t.bf: sampling :employed. Some method must dso:be:.f'ound. to .+&st the  
s26fnificculce of method of clustering that . : i s  ulGinvCa%bQ adopfed. . ' 
, . 
. . . .  
. . 
: < 
..: i t : .  
Jeffers w e s t s  that a mom useful approach is.fiI'& t o  categorize 
' . . " 
, ,a@a.,data):. ;l*:e. t o  make' a preliminary examinatio~:of 't& t'iii'bye of the 
variation expressed in the attributes and variables..' , .  T2le purposes' " :'' ' '  
of t h i s  categorization are ( a )  t o  determine the dimensionality of the . . 
dab; ( b )  t o  &lore interre3 ationships between '.the. dimension$; ;&'  ' : 
(0) ta.:Blliminate variables, .hi& contribute XiHle or nothfng. tacthe.: ' 
study$.! i :,An &cample of t h i s  strategy i s  given in F o ~ t  e 'a l  ' ( l g i ' X 9  . . . . . .  : .  . 
. . . . .  
. . . .  on growth of Corsican' pine i n  relation to- si te '  fhctlrrs. 'W 'data.. 
consifjted of 50 variables i n  fou r  groups, (1) crop 6 varieblirzi$)'.: '-':-':, 
(2) climaOe. and physPography 15 variabies; ' (3 ) ' sb i l  p h y s i c a S ~ p e r t f 6 s * ~ : ) '  
13 variaBles; and (4)  soil ,  a d  foiiagti chemical ~ p r o p e ~ i e s  X6 variablep. ' . ' 
A prWip&l bomponent analysis (PCA ). ' df. the data 'in, 66cB gMup gav'e':"' ". " 
the foX1ovchg components (1) t ree  g r e  - t,$' cdmpdhents ( & c o m t a - '  . . .. ' "  
for g5.q. .of the origina3, variability); (2) : t i e t e  atldphysiograbW-. . '. ~. 
four components (90.9): (3') so i l  physic0 propez'ties-five. components 
(86.7%); !(4) soi ls  and foliage chemical properties-six components 
482'.7$).. The orig'lnal 50 .variables wers l;bduded,to 17  component^,. . , 
. . 
the c b d l a t i o n s  between the cortlponefit +allies.. Were 'calo$ated; and' 
the significance of. the correlit.ion c&ff i&i~!Lt8.+% . . . . . . .  tested for . l inear 
; .  ... . . . . . . . .  . . 
... . . . .  
. . . . . .  
, , 
interrelationships between the components of the four groups (the components 
of any individual, graup being, qg courpe, . .,orthogon@P). These relationships 
were shown diagramatically andinterpreted. NF-linearand interactive 
, : relationships can also be tested in  t h i s  way.. , . .,.,. 
. . . i  J. < 
~ a < i n ~  categoriz+d the data, classification maybe ~ p r o p r i a t e ,  either 
by cluster analysis based. on, component valu9,. ay by. alternative 
methods. suggested by the structure af the data. For -example: (a)  There 
may be  some a priori  reason f ~ r  r ~ o g n i s i n g  groups of i!idi\iiduals, discriminant 
analysis could then he' used t o  assign the remaining individuals t o  those 
groups; (b)  Thew ;yy be some a priori  reaaon.for recognis@+$, .@ets.:df.:.. 
variables, aqd canonical correlation could be used t o  ~ @ e . ~ e , : ~ J + t i o n s h i p s  
between these sets. In complex oases aiternitive methods. of ..analysis 
and classif ioation would n e e  : t o  'be tes ted and. oompared. . - , , . .  . 
, , , . .  . . .. 
Gn the  qwstion of .objectivity, it is evident that  t rue .  objectivity 
is rarely, i f  ever, attained. The writer of the algorithm decides 
what steps w i l l  be, carried out and in  what order, andthe user m.qi 
have,-to specify distance criteria.,  These methods are objective. gnly 
insofar as the se t  procedures are applied uniformly and without ,pias 
t o  all, da& sets. . I n d e ,  Wright (1,972) stated that  ola,ssif ioat&~p.,  .. 
is, ultimately, a subJective process. .It is governed ,by the infbzp~t iqn.  
. .. that. i s  gathered.by the classif ier  and how it is organieed' by him, .; . ,. .. 
and th iq  depends upon .his background and beliefs h i s  .conception :. . .. . . 
of ht.. is reJevant i n  .attaining m i c u l a r  objectives.. .. .: . . .,-I.! ', 
. ,- 
. , . . , .  : , , ~: ~.. .:
Several. workers have .used nume~ical methods in  so i l  and land classi,fiigat~& 
(e. g. : 5arkae et al, 1966; Grigal. and Arneman, 1969;. Arkley, 1970; . , .  
Cipra e t  al, 3.970; Cuanalo and Webster, ,1970; Rudeforth and Bradley, 
. 
1972; Courtney and Webster, 1p3; Crommelin and de Gruijter, 1m; :: 
Webster and Burrough, 1974 ; de Gruijther and Bie, 1975; Webster and. ,. - 2 
Butler, 1976). Most methods so f a r  used produoe groups or clusters 
without reference to class limits thought t o  be of signif$cance t o  . . .  
land use (Webster and Burrough, 1974 ). Rydeforth (1975) outlined a I. . .. . 
system for designati%classes from so i l  and s i t e  data, assessing mean 
values and variability of properties within classes,, and which leads .. 
t o  a '  new approaoh t o  the recognition of potential crop land. This. . 
method w i l l  be considered in  more deta i l  in  section 4.2, 
!turner (1974) gave examples of thk application of three types of cluster 
W s i s  which, he thought, might be useful i n  natural resources researoh. 
They ?ire: (I) A -method bf Loevinger e t .  a l  (1953). based on maximizing 
the ~warimce.:ra$io; . (2) the procedure bf Rubin and Friedman (1967) 
in  vrhic'h some scalar property of she pooled within-groups or between- 
groups sum of squares and products matrix is optimized; (3) the i terat ive 
condensation on centroids procedure of Tryon and Bailey (190).  W i l l b p s  
a n d " Y m p d 9  (15676). described a clustering technique for land management- 
models based on minimizing the average. intercluster similarity while 
maximje&n$ the average intracluster similarity [Ward, 1963). However, 
different olusterine; methods have different properties (Howard, a t  
press) and care is necessary in  relating.. the method most appropriate 
t o  the data and objectives. 
The method of Ward (1963) w e  also used by Anderson, (1975) t o  classify 
%e 374 ADAS (W) dis t r i c t s  coveriqg ?gland and Wales in 1970. 
Eleven variables were obtained from a supnary o f  the agricultural census 
. . .  . . . ~ 
, . 
, > : . . .  ~ . .  . , 
. .. . . ~~ 
..* . 
. ~ .  
. . , . . - .  , 
. '  2 8 ~  ,, 
. , 
. . ,. , . , . 
, . . 
. .. . 
data. , , , ~ a ~ d ' ~  algorithm gave a dendrogram from which ten e;roups were 
. . .  
selected* . . These groups were then' submitted t o  an i terat ive optimizing' ' '  
algpr?thm~.which,took each entity i n  turn, computed its similarit$ with :,. 
. e v e r y ,  $bup,'si.ld then'assigried it t p  the group w i t h  wfiicQ it had g ~ a t e & :  
similarity,. r e g d e s s  o'f the groupL;to *ich it was in i t i a l ly  allocated..:: 
This proaess' re-aliooates misclas8if ied entities. The' re,lationships ' - 
. 5 . . . amow f;he..,*n groups "ere examined by m u l t i d ~ n s i o n a l  -scaling, an ordiGtion 
tecMqw'which, in this case, gave t w O  dimensions whichktained . 
. 9QZ 
of the rank' information in the original similarity matrix. . The.two- 
dimensio&l ordination chart separ,a%ed four groups chai-acterized b y  
livestoak enterprises from f ive ,  groups:. associated with general cropping 
and hor t ; ic ,~tural  eniterprises, with o k  &oup of mLxed  char&ter b$t&' 
Anderson also examined the groups by discrimLnsnt analysis,' f a  
that, by the chi-square test, 22 of the 374 dis t r ic t s  were not me 
of the,i&oup'to which they were most similar. The results  gave 
. . . ~  
+nsight& )iqto the data,, .and posed a number of questions. 
. ,  . .  
.. . . 
. . . i : * .~  
. : *, , ; , ,. . . .> 
. . Bunoe e t  'al (i9751. y%ed the presence o r  ibsijndk of ,fl52' attributes ( a  , ~. , ! 
large propoxti& . . 6f them a r t i f  acts) i n  each of .the 2 km . s q W s  bf the 
1:63 360 Ordnance S h e y  Tourist map'of +he Lake District. aie data ... 
from every fifth s q h  we- Used as a s@fe f& reciproc'd afrehging 
o.rdination . . ( H i l l ,  -1973) and indicator species analysis (Hill  e t  al, 
-1g5). AS . r e g q t  of this prooedLtre we 1 squsres cbulil bg'.'alloc&&i . . . . '  
t o  one of elghtgroups. The meaning af' these g1;oups is not .cle&i . . . 
There are'certain theoretical problems-po~ed by this approach. For . . 
example, al t i tude ( a  continuous variable) has b e  divided into'arbbitrary 
classes, each of which is present .or absent. ; Merriott, (1974) drerj' ; Li 
attention' t o  the :dangers inherent i n  converting continuous,.dg;~a tld b' ' '  
form. Furthermo&, this. process results  ' in  a lws of id+ii t ion 
it is d i f f i cu l t t o . Jus t i fy  without more detailed . expination ~. of' t h  
. 
. . data. ' - ,  . . 
. , ' : . .  . 
. . 
. . 
Another problem is 'that no evidence is presentad'to +?w wfiethe*'or '' -., F ' .  
not the method used. su i t&  the data. ' ~ o s t c l u s t e r i n g  methods seek a 
par$icular type of structure in the data,and may b~ak ,down or  g i ~  , , 
misleading results i f  a different type of' structure' is presen? .(Howard,,. - 
a t  &s),. ' Unfortunately, Bunce e t  a1 (1975) did not ~ub l i eh '  thei r  
ordinatlop diagrams. If  there are dist inct  groups, t h e y  Bhould be ,,. 
apparent the results of the ordination. " 1f' there are no quch grp 
ordination nsy still throw some l ight  on the rel&ionships b.et*n 
individuals. Furthermore, ordination may &gv that a. g l u s t e r i ~ g  
has been used for  data t o  which it i s  not suited. ,.'"Z$,'\sl,,int~~tin$~~~~,~ .,, 
t o  note that'eauch and ~entworth, (1976) found th4$ a l w u g h  .... k i p k c & .  :.:;: 
averaging ordination gave good . r e s~ t s  With vegetat a, P S $ ~ S ~  :
with efiikonmentaldata were usually poor.., , , , , . , :  : .,. : . '  . ..\ 
. . 
, ., .,., . . , . .  . 
Where there is a large number of objects.to be classified, . . ..we c o l l & t i ? ~  ..
of conth0ui :data  is time-consuming and tkdious.' ~ e f f e &  '(peps. Oolmn.): 
has suggested two ways of dealing w i t h  this situirtion: (1) t o  use a 
large number, of binary attributes w i t & ,  appropriate methods. of analysis; .: . :. 
(2)  t o  m&ure oontinuous bari.ables on' a sample'. or' t h e  object$ and t o  !, ,\ 
find by ,PCA , the reduced ntrmbr ' ~ , 2 !  of va$ik+bl'e,s ' whiav,. be used ; O n  !: 
fu l l ' s e t '  of 'objects. .~ . , .  
There is clearly much scope for the thoughtful application of numerical 
classification techniques t o  land classification problems, some approachas 
are given In Jeffers (197613, 1977). We are currently investigating 
some other possibilities. 
3. . . . , 
. , 
n i t h e  survey and classificaW land areas, data may be Obtained ,. 
with 'increasing effort  (w. hence jcost) from: (1) maps; ( 2 )  a i r  photographs; 
(3)  f i e ld  sampling. ; Clearly, much time and labour can be saved if 
the required informationcan be obtained from maps and a i r  photographs, 
rather than .field sampling; 
. , . , , ,  
. . 
. . 
3.1 Use of maps 
When maps are used.as :sowces of data, it is necessary t o  be aware of . 
the limitations of the maps. If measurements, such as slope gradients, 
are made from maps it is:.wrise-to check on the specification for the 
particular scale o f .  haps .being used, a s l e ~ e l s  of accuracy vary with 
scale,: but not' Wiformly so;. ahd soms features'are often emphasiwd 
a t  the expense of others.. (Harley, .lpS.}.~: : 
Macdougall (1975) discussed sources and magnitude of error i n  facto?? 
maps, and i n  the overlay process and suggested how map overlays may 
be made more accurate. He noted that  ma s used $0 assemble an overlay 7 
are almost always those which identify uniform regions. Such maps 
have two kinds of accuracy standards: (a )  the allowable error i n  the 
positioning of boundary lines (horizontal accuracy); (b)  the degree 
of uniformity or purity of the regions. The horizontal error of a 
boundary l ine  has two parts: error i n  the original source map and notes, 
and error introduced in  the preparation of the f i n d  map. Modern mathcds 
and equipment can reduce the second of these t o  well within 0.1 mm. 
In comparison, the source material i s  likely t o  contain farmore error, 
and t h i s  is likely t o  be highest where boundaries occur in zones of 
transition (e.g. so i l  slope, vegetation maps) rather than along dist inct  
edges between regions. The error resulting from inaccurate boundary 
lines is usually apparent t o  the user, but error resulting f r o m  non-uniformity 
of regions i s  not so obvious and is potentially more significant. 
- 
Tedol~gists~appew t o  be most sensitive t o  the concept of 'purity' or 
uniformity of regions. Bie e t  al (1973) suggested that puri t ies 
are i n  the o r -  of 55s and 7y; for  so i l  maps of normal complexity a t  
scales of 1:50 000 t o  1:63 360 and 1:25 000 respectively. Other possible 
sources of error are concerned with geometrical differences among maps 
and changes of scale. 
It must also be noted that  a so i l  mapping unit is a s i n g l e . w r e s s i m  
of a multivariate system with a vector of means and a variance-couarianoe. 
matrix. If a property is deduced from a so i l  map for particular 
point, it is unlikely that any estimate of the likely accuracy of such 
a sample could be obtained. In the traditional approach t o  so i l  mapping, 
soi ls  ar.e identified i n  p i t s  and the b o W r i e s  of mapping units are 
drawn by interpolation from auger borings using known relationships 
with landscape facets, geology, and vegetation The mapping units 
am defined and described in terms of the soi l  series they contain. 
In most cases, one series dominates the mapping unit which then bears . 
that  series name; more complex units carry the names of co-dominant 
series. In either case, the units contain lesser areas of other profile 
classes. The profile cLasses - so i l  series, variants, and phases - 
included in the mapping unit may be listed, and thei r  frequency of occurrence 
assessed (e.g. Clayden and Evans, l g 4 ) .  Various authors have discussed 
the concept of 'purity' of so i l  mapping units (e.g. Bascomb and Jarvis, 
1976; Beokett and Eie, 1g5, 1476) as well as so i l  map accuracy (Legros, 
1973). 
A s o i l  classsification unit and a mapping unit~.pe:~:aeoek5@..identical. 
..* .......... The basic so i l  c las~ i f ica t ion  u p i t  employedin B r i t a i n  is the ~ o i l  Series; 
. defined Ey' refere&e profiles of specific morphology formad on part icular  
:.parent' niaterial: ~ The mappin@; unit shouid:.ideally consist only: of s a i l s  
which have a v e e  ti.&~tly'restricted .4@'defined.rmge af var-ion 
in  $11 ~oper t ies ' f rom the. specif icatf& of .the ref erehoe prof ile&-i;-; , ': 
Inevitably, t h i s  restricted definition cannot be..ri'gidly ackered ' to'  ' " 
. . 
in practice. The scale of mapping and the nature of the country impose, 
what variation must be acceptcd (Bal l ,  1964). 
. ~ 
It is also:-wor& notine: &t:a so i l  s&ri&s oan ibntain s o i l  phases.&iT&t$ng 
dif fe&ndes, i r i  s$qt@ess, slope, ' dreptkr; and lanl .use which may not 'be ., ;.*:,-, 
shown se$pately o n w e  maps. Beckett r;nd co-workers (e.8. Beckett; ,:>: 
1967, 1968; ~e+d$t' 6%: al, 1967: ~ebster-azld ~ e c k e t i j '  1968; BIG . . . . .  &t &I,, . :-:: 
1973) have d i n e d  the q'uestions df the. quality of.maps -of $at+ ~ s ~ k s  
. . . . . . . . .  
and of cost-effectiveness in land x+esource iiiwveys;" - '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , 
A dif f&re&t Si&d 'soti ,iui;vey approach .used by R ~ e f o & h .  Clfl 1, ; " :!.:*: 
who descp-ib&d"&e g0i.lG a t , w + u a r  1 km inte~a8 ( s 9 ~ ~ t ~ b ' ; ~ a h r p i u l g ) z : i ~  
i n  small p'itrjl, a-k'.'q$&ed secl%ons, and from Gug* borings. : Mod5 b'otlndarles 
betweefi map'$ing e s  'were drawn from a e r u  photog&phs and.landa&pe .'' 
observ&ions ni&e: d i 1 e  :&Using t o  sample points, '.supplemehted in' c+eq " .- 
of dou3t by fu+eq auger'borings. *me 6-ies ' f &  in the.r%ei&' 
were .extrapolated~&ing published ge~oLogical maps. VariabLlity of 
tha &mallei. map' unlts was studied from additlorid r&& p i t s  (of Rudeforb, 
1969) .... This typri$f sampling requires f&r p i t s  per $it area thap 
the t+ad'itib+ .G'-& (see below) .; .  sen' anl '~rk101.d (lg76), . dbsaribed . ' 
a method for  . . aeflnirgranges of so i l  properties' based 'on.gr;i@ c e l l  sM1ing. 
. . .  ... 
. . .  . . . . . . . .  
, . , . , .  
, . 
. ,  . . 
Soil ma$$ ,haire bcen,li$$le' @). . . .  used in land b e  Planhihg in  ~ r i + d k  ( s  
. , p ~ p e r s  i n  ~avidso'n;, In  the USA, generalpzed s o i l  maps hkve 
been used for broad plannifg of' resources for some time -{e.g.-Nichols 
.,. 
and ~ a r t e l l i ,  1974; Shieids, 1g6 ) .  Recently, computers have been . "  . . 
used t o  store, letrieve, and manipulate large amounts of natural resouroes 
..: . . . . (including .soils)data.,, .,,::yhe',main use has beencomputer generation . ., = 
of inte&etative rnrips.".'A growing.use is automatfc' cdmpbiaon of s o i s ' .  
resau&& data!.wiih 5 ~ e ~ r e s o u r c e - o ~ i e n t e d  data. some &lica%ions, ' '' 
it t"fS;.&ces$ary to. . . . . . . .  gcnerd-lze detailed sdil.' maps by 's&cting the 'd&f; . . . .  
so i l  within a cell. Nichols '-(1g5) studied the .kgeenk&'betpi;aeri detiiilgd .... 
so i l  maps and those generdized using various ce l l  s iz~s."~" ' :  Ozi a 'soi l  ' ' '~ 
sumrey,map w i t h  a pedim amoyIt of cartographic detail, the average 
e '  S O ,  4 and 48.4$ for unit beli.sizes'  of 8.64 ha,'.'' 
' 
lG..26'ha', .&,&LC go h' 
I a .  '. On soi l  maps with 1% medium,. and high smoUnts' 
of cartographic detiii3' the average a g r e e k t  ~+hs 'tL6Cj;' &.a$, and 4%.3C$:. 
rgspectively, f&:i.st&ard ce l l  size of 16.20 ha. A t-test .' . . 
was US& t o  . . . . .  % e& th& .@Feement between the acreage of soil: mapping -hits. 
obtained from;map-$&ormation, assembly, 'and.display system. ( M m ) .  , ,, 
versus ablieagb:'beas&ed by -dot co&tir&. , N,o~'sQnificant.:&iffe~es 
. . 
were f oidld between -$&le mems of t h e  . . .  %wo methods. . . . ' . . 
. . . .  . . ~ . .  . . . . .  . . 
. . . . 
. ~ 
', . 
. . .  
3.2 U& bf '&* photographs and remote &king '. '. -. . ' . 
. . 
. , , . . , .  . 
. . . . .  ,,). . ' ' . . . . 
. . .  A 'inat, i s  a '@&e reP&sentatibn of' a portion of . . ,  the earth 's  surface ; 
which, 'inktead, pf being p l&e , i s  a rough and" portion. of .the . . 
... 
s&face ~. of . . . . . . . . .  a 'iph@& ' Althou@.an . . aerial  ~ h o t o ~ r a p h  p'fct-s a 
. . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  
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portion of the e r n ' s  surface on, a plane surface, it is not a map 
but a perspective view on which images aredisplaced from their  map 
position by the curvature of the earth, lens distortion, rel ief  displacement, 
and tilt displacement. Nevertheless, when provided w i t h  sufficient 
' supplementary information and the proper equipment, the' 'photogrmetrist  
can construct an accurate map. In interpreting a i r  photographs, it 
is essential t o  obtain adqui te  gromd control (Spurr, 1960). Because 
of the distcrC;I-ans i n  airphotographs, any measurements which need . 
t o  be made are probably ~ b e s C  made from maps, using'the . a i r  photographs 
to-.pr&idea&iPtional information (cf; adwards, 1975; Higginson, 1975). 
. - . . . . . . , - . . . . , . ~ . .. , . - . . . , . . . - . 
curtis (1974) discussed the remote sensing techniques available f o r  
environmental monitoring and described examples of remote sensing stu?i&s 
using infra-red line-scan, in particular w i t h  regard t o  shelter-belt" 
studies i n  w a l  areas, andmulti-band photogyaphy, in respect of its 
p'otential application to  land use, soil, and vegetation studies, .in 
Britain. Vink (1968, 1970.) also discussed the use of a i r  photographs. 
Evans (1974, 1975) discussed the best time of the year for  taking a i r  
photographs for so i l  surveys. 
6n a s i d e  of 1:10 000, cdlour photography has been used 6 the pl&ing 
of the Pwllpeiran Scheme, and also by the Nature '~onse&ancy in surveys ,, , 
of Dartmoor (Ward e t  a l ,  1972) a+ parts of Snowdonia (Mew a J v l . W ,  
1972). Colour photography, although exljensive, resu l t s  i n  kt kaving . . 
because of the limited groutid-work involved. It i iposs ib ly  t h e  most 
accurate,and objective method of recording long-term vegetation changes,, 
( MWO, 1974 1. 
~ o c d s ~ e e d  (1968) examined the possibilities for manipulating data from' " , 
a i r  photographs, both from the  point of view of simpling and of f m q e c y ,  
decomposi6ion. ~eyconcluded thet  direct application of the tecwiques 
m&'well be profitable i n  evaluation of iand charaoteristics. A i r  , , ' 
photo&iphs and . sa te l l i te  data are particularly useful i n  studies Of , :'? 
. . 
vegetation, e. g. for  forest inventories or 'land use (S t e i e r ,  1968; 
' I '  Martin-Kaye, 1974; C u r t i s ,  1974; Hubbard and Grimes, 1974; Bush ~. . 
and Collins, 1974; Ddge and Bryant, 1976; Tarnocai and Kristoff, ' 
1976; Howard, 1976). The question is, how f a r  are they useful for  
determining,the characteristics' of soils? 
. . .  
, ... 
Blanchard e t  a1 (1974) considered the possibilities.for me.asuring so i l  
.' 
moisture remotely. . They concluded that  ref lect'ance methods are w e r ,  ' 
developed than are temperature methods, but both require mo:etesting. ' 
Eagleman (1974 ) noted ' that analysis of the L-band rad ibe te r  data from' 
.Skylab, show that they w e  Qighly correlat+ with the moisture content 
of s.eface ' soi l  la$erb (see also Newton e t  d, 1974). Stockhoff 
and ~ r o s ~  ((1974) concluded that it is practicable t o  determine the 
Misty% con$ent o f  surface soil '  by airborne polarimetric measurements,' 
and Milf*. and Xiefer (1976) used repetitive aer ia l  pho.tography with : 
colour and colour infrared f i l m  to  s tudy.  changes in .  k r f ace  s o i l  moistur6 
patterps. C d o l l  (1973 a, b)  ,yeviewed *he application o'f remote 
sensing techniques t o  so i l  ,srvey, and commented on the ,need for rdsearuh, 
on well-defined laboratory models as weli as empirical f ie ld  studies 
before remote sensing can be used t o  monitor so i l  conditions. 
AS it is olearly ~mpossible' t o  recognize so i l  prot i lesdn a i r  photog&phs,' 
, . 
. . 
the former hpve had t o  6kinferi-ed by e.xamin@ion of :the geology, geomorphology, 
vegetation, and 'tone or ~ o l o u r o f ~ t h e  surface soil. ' ~ i r  photographs 
help in  providing so i l  boundaries prior t o  so i l  hlassification i n  the 
fie>d (~oward, lq0; Westin aral' Frazee, 1976). ~ar$011 e t  al (1977) 
describe@ the' u& of a i r  photo-interpretation for ' ' sb i l  mapping. Tonal 
diffe-es ' provided, by' the vegetation, particularly . w i t h  "spring photography, 
have been feu+ u s e w  a t  higher elevations i n  thk'Unit6d Kingdom. 
For example, ' in Gdloway 'and Exmoor ( C u r t i s ,  ,19663,'iind $n west Wales, . 
~ud5i.w i t s  ass6ciated with (low') humic or peaty.gfejs, ' Fteridium w i t h  ..,,, 
-
acid brown earths; Eriophom with peat and Molinia wi& peaty gley 
, podsols; In west Wales it was also possible to'recognise Erica: Cdlrina ,- 
-- S c i  us caespitosa -. Eriopiionrm, N&u& ,.. 
*see also Nature Conserv+ncy a i r .  &loto ' 
Carroll .et al, 197;  C u r t i s  'and Mayer, ; .  ' 
. , 
. . . .  
. . : . .  , .., . . /i 
. . . . .  . . .  
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Cdewo and Rust (197'5) Used 'derisity slicing techniqui?~ 'Ori B i r  ~hotogr(&hs 
t o  evaluate the accui?acy of existing so i l  maps. This -me%& :alic&l: ':-.:'. 
f i l h  optical density into eight levels, each 'of which co6ld b e  displayed 
as a dist inct  colour on a colour monitor. They found that the interpretation 
of a givenpattern of aolours coad  not be"cam't6d borciss the b&*6t) :. 
of the cultivation units, each of whioh had t o  be inhetpr@t& sep8ra&ly.': 
or grouped w i t h  @other.cultivatio,n unit with a similar c u l t ~ ~ p r a o t l c e .  
Cultu+al practices (e.g: crop residues left l y a  ..on the : s o i l .  iiwfiio8).)'' 
are'apt t o  cause differences in optical reflectively : that  a r e  not '+fated . . 
t o  i n t~ i r i s i c  ' so i l  charaoteristics. " However, in certaln 6~irc&ms~;ances, . '. 
. ,  .~ the densfty s l i c ing  tedtinique may prove useful. .~ ~ ... :r , . 
........... 
, 
...... 
E ! e l c h e ~ " ( ~ l ~ ) n o t e d  that the f i r s t ,  and. perhas  most importan%,. ai%g:' ' : :' 
in inferring so i l  conditions from a i r  photographs is t o  ident i fythe  
landform, the importance of which l i e s  i n  its relation t o  the mantle 
of so l i s  lrhich has 'been produced. It is possible t o  assign def i g t e ! : '  ;' ': 
chbacter is t ics  of shape t o  landforms composed of aifferent ro.cRs, ' 
drif ts ,  alluvium, etc., and further refinement "Ys 'spossib;la using co&ouP;"' 
erosion, and surface drainage. Crampton- (1975)' used a i r  photographs 
t o  recognizq l h s c a p e  &its ( i. e. vegetation-landform' p a t t e d )  which 
could be grbuped i e o  regions related t o  climate i n  ihe Maokenzie River 
. . .  valley. c . .  
. . 
... 
. . Some factors affecting 'land use' (e. g. poor' drainage, rock outcrops, .. 
extensive erosion) ere directly determinable or can-be inferr&i f&" '!;' '.' 
a i r  photography. However, from the point of view of l@ capabi 
classification, the 'value of a i r  'photogr~hy.  may l i e  in photomo 
mappiw, wHich;depi5ts "land types, or land systems, using tiie p 
produced on alp-phdtogr&hs by the total interrelated phgsicid'~ 
. . . .  
. ~ ( . . >  :. .... . ~ 
.~ . ~. 
cultural' 'featires'df the landscape. The concept depends r&coB#ition 
that  definite relationships exis t  between coinpondnts+isible be W k '  . ;  i , ' ,  
ground - such as larWform, ,dP$inage, vegetation, -and f ie ld  a n d . a e t t l b n t  
p a t t e s  aird 'others which can be inferred 'or interpreted fmm asSbaia68d 
. . features. -These eohpomnts appear bn airbphotographs lit the Y& . . .  
. . 
of ':ch&acteristi0 patterns Cons'isting, more specificgly, ,' of tom, 
. . 
texture. '&nd'line&nts:which c8n be interoreted as a comp6s~b image 
~ ~ ~~~ - 
reprcise&n.g a g & c i f ~ o  land type. This conb6--ii'is examihed in .s&tim 
. . .  . . . .  
, . 
. , 
, ,  . . . . .  . . 
. ., , < \ .  2.1. ' . "' . ' . . 
. . .  
. . 
, . . . 
. . . , 
The photomorphic method is easily adapted t o  s t a t i s t i ca l  analysis through 
the  cor%latiorlof'~'the image components w i t h  grounrl'scimpliWand census 
- &%a, end .the'-~cpnp&isoh of the individual colnpdn&t&bf b;ih"l" phOtog+&phic 
'. :.,;;, ti ~ - . . . ' .  ', .., ; :  :. ,.' . ' .  : . . 
patterms ( ~ 9 , ~ h a i l  and Lee, 1972). ' ~ e c k e t t  (1974) discussed methods 
for the s t&is t ical  as~essment of resource' surve'~ information obtained 
by remote' se,ns'in& ' ' The gFowln$ techniques Of automatic ' pattern ?ecognition 
fr& r8tnoti3 Sensing i&e$, ' ueing deri~itometer and computer analysis 
(~osenfe~d ,  1968) albd 'have potential applicationS for photom'oi'&tc . 
. 
. . .  
sunrey'ing. 
3.3 Sampling methods 
The'main objbct of a sampling prbcedure i s t o  secure a sample which, . ' 
subject t o  limitations of size, w i l l  reproduce the characteristics 
of the p6$u?dtion as  closely as possible. I t  i s  important for  saqi l in j  
methods t o  avoid error'due t o  bias, which is *e aggregate of errors 
tending i n  the same direction. Bias, i f  present, forms a constant 
compon&t . of . error which does not decrease as the number i n  the sample 
i 3 l c ~ , g e s .  Whether or not a sample w i l l  give results which are s';lfTiCiently . 
. 
repr'esentative of the whole population depends on the magnitude of 
the random sampliw error. The average magnitude of t h i s  error depends 
on the Sample size, the variability of the material, the sampling procedure 
used, and We way in  which the results are calculated. The relative 
accuracx of two samples of different size, or obtained by different 
methods, or both, may be defined as the reciprocal of the sampling 
variances of the estimates provided by them. The relative precision 
of two different methods of sampling based on the same type of sampling 
unit may be defined as  the reciprocal of the ra t io  of the sampling variances 
of the estimates given by the two methods using the same number of units. 
The relative efficiencx of two different methods of sampling based on the 
same type of sampling unit may be defined as the reciprocal of the ratio'  
of the numbers of units required t o  a t ta in  a given accuracy w i t h  the 
two methods. In certain circumstances, the relative efficiency is 
equal t o  the relative precision (Yates, 199). 
men planning a survey, the aidl is t o  determine which method of sampling 
is likely t o  be most efficient and which size of sample i s  necessary 
t o  give the required accuracy. The smaller the size of sample needed 
t o  give the required accuracy, the less effort, time, and expense w i l l  
be required. Furthermore, the smaller sample size is likely to  allow 
the handliw of more detailed information, and the use of more types 
Of data analysis, than might be attempted w i t h  a larger sample size 
or a census of the whole population. 
In examining upland areas, we may be looking for particular features 
or combinations of features, or we may b e  interested i n  the areas of . ' ' . 
land of a particular type or under a particular use. We may w i s h  
t o  computer map the results, or subject them t o  some sort  of s t a t i s t i d  
analysis. 
The surface of land may be regarded as  a two-dimensional (areal)  sampling,, 
plane. The sampli* unit may be': (1) a pointat i&i& the presence 
.or absence of some characteristic is recokled, or a t  which a v & ~  ' . . ' 
is .read of some continuous pattern of vdiat ion;  (2)  a l ine  (traverse) ; 
the length of which lying on a Darticular land use and related f e a t b e s  
is of 'hiterest; ' or ( 3 )  a s m a l l  area ( uadrat)'in-which the 'characterist$as' 
of t e s t  e a %,my ( l a G i u d e d  that the sinblest 
of these sampling rtnits, i.e. points, have none of the proljlems of 
the others, and the data are simpler t o  handle. 
Pelt ier  (1962) discussed methods of area sampling for  terrain analysis. 
The optimum type of sampling is best determined by the problem and 
by the kind of answer sought. If a frequency distribution or probability 
expression of to ta l  characteristics is sought, a stimpling of single 
points or small areas appears best. Effort is decreased without a 
correspontiing loss i n  accuracy by decreasing the area of ' the observation 
points and inareasing thei r  number. Detailed f ie ld  observations on 
areas 50 feet  square seem t o  be satisfactory for obtaining statistioQl 
data on topography, soils, vegetation, and parent rock material. In 
a situation requiring reliance upon eecandary information, such as  
an explanation of the relationships of mean slope, relief,  and drainage 
texture with lithology, quadrats of 1 sq. mile seem most satisfactory. 
. . 
Sec&.:data recorded a t  scales smaller than 1:63 360 are generally ' $; 
poor and'we not .likely t o  reveal new relationships. t . . 
. . 
. . ',- 
Point anc.:transect samples led t o  similar general o~nclisi6n.s c&e*" 
:, CPequency distribution. I f  direction, o r  the sequenoe.,of. event?:,$ny~4ying 
movement, are -important t o  the problem, then transact ~sampli r lg iappe~~.  - ... 
best. This type of sample provides data for probability, expsessipns.,, . . . ~  ';';'':.: 
o l  such things ,w the chances of finding an -outcrop. o ~ ~ . d r a ~ e K q + , - - ~ .  :i<., 
the chap$.e$,.of being,able t o  see for  10 miles, or the chances.,t&at 
,:,.,:, 
a mot?brizd:Yehiole w i l l  get stuck. This type of sampling has- proved;., :,,, 
most useful  when combined with a f orn of gaming, or simulated opera-: 
exper.&#, . ,I. " .  . # ' . . .  . ,., ., 
-".,.....*.-..-A . . , 
. .  , 
, .. '.? ... . ., !I 
A two-dimension& e sampled in a number of w a y s  ( ~ u e y u i l l e ~  
1 9 9 ) .  We might use simple or s t ra t i f  i@ random ' sampling,. or, .because ;; 
we are dealing with two dimensions, we might choose a simple, (i$igw) .: :.: 
o r  U i g p e d  grid pattern. Stratification, if intkflrg'en%~?1ie~-'  
nearly~always .results. in a smaller variance for tjhe estimated mean . . 
.:, 
or to ta l  than is given by .a comparable random sample (,Cochran, .1963),,: 
..: , 
In a wide variety of cases,. systematic unaligned ~ p l ~ w .  is .found ,.,. ,.: 
t o  be more accurate than s t ra t i f ied random sampling and simple grid 
sampling.", (Quenouille, 1 9 9 ;  Cochran, 1963). On the other hand, a ~ . ,. 
simple gr ld  ,@ay only be 8s accurate as simple randoni, sampling, although : 
centrFil:squ~ye grld sampLing can be more a c c y a t a  than s t ra t i f  Led random .:. 
sampling, and :certainly. better .than simple random sampling [Yatas, 
199;:. Goohran,- 19633. .: . -~ . . ... 
, -7 . 
. ~ .  
.. - . 
. . . . 
. . .  . . , .  . 
. . .  
. , . .. 
Systemat& sampling. is simple t o  draw and execute; and q,an: be yqw .:,: .) ; ' , .  
convenient, especially when maps are being used. Howavq, ca re  is..:-.. , : 
necessary in  its use, as it is not suited t o  material w i t h  periodic 
features.: ' :.It can be. recommended whqn the autocorrelation $unction ..:<.: : 
between arfy..two points in the area is,.a concave upwards f&tion of ~ : . . '  
thei r  distance apert, as seems t o  be the case In many natural popula%io~. :  
( cocHran, a953 ) .. ,. . , : , ., r: 'j 
. . 
. .. 
Berry (1962) compared s t ra t i f ied systematic unaligned sampling (four 
samples .randomly oriented with respect toeach  other) and ?tratified_ - : .: 
random : s&mpling with respect t o '  thei r  'relative efficiency (defined . : . . . 
as the r a t i o  of the variances,ljut,this is nqt the deffnition of Yates 
(1949)) ,in estimating land use areas from maps. :The , relat ive eff iqienay' 
of systematic q@!!;. s t r a t i f i ed  random waa.5.65 for woodland, 3.4 for . ~ 
cropland; and: 2.3 fo r .  pastwe. . Thege, v d w s  imply that fewer observations 
are need& w i t h , . & .  systematic d i - 8 .  sample, tbq with a s t r a t i f i e  . : .. 
random sample to:..abtain estimates w i t h  a given yari,anae.. .. . . . .  
. . .~ . .: :. 
Osborne (1942) used the lengths of lines drawn on maps t o  obtain s e a  
e s t b a t e s  of (a): vege%a$ion in southern C.aliAfornla,. ,(b) forest . , .: 
. . type and condition in,NW Washington. . In ( a )  an F a  30. mileg . ~ wide : . ,.. ... , 
was divided into s t r ips  one mile wide, and each s t r i p  was divided lengthwise 
into 30 parts. Twenty se ts  of lines one mile apart, one l ine  per 
s t r i p  per se t  were placed randomly giving 20 systematic samples. However, 
these samples were random in  their  to ta ls  and provided an estimate 
of the variance. For comparison, 20 completely random samples and 
20 s t ra t i f ied random(or randomized block) samples were also talten. 
The area estimates by dl three methods tended towards the same value, 
but the standard deviation of the systematic to ta ls  for  cultivated 
land was only half as large as that of the randomized blocks, and only 
one-sixth as large as for'completely random samples. 
By calculating the average of the squares of the dorrelation coefficients 
of a measured l ine  w i t h  a l l  l ines within the mile in which the first 
l ine occurred', together wTth the residual mean square from a polynomal 
f i t t ed  t o  one l ine  from each mile, Osborne obtained estimates o f ' t h g , , ,  
standard deviations for the systematic surveys. H e  concluded that 
(1) In h i s  tests,  s t ra t i f ied random surveys were 'only one-half t o  one- 
fourth as efficient as systematic surveys of the same intensity; (2)  
If  data taken systematically are used with random sample formulae, 
biased esti&tes ~ f ' t h e  sampling errors of totals  or means result; 
(3) random k l e  fosmulae, wben applied t o  randomly selected obseryatior+ 
of thfs kind,' give dependable ektinates of the sampzing. errors of totals; 
(4 ) -  from. estimites of t h e  correlation of lines, dependable estimates 
of the saiplihg 'errors of systematic samples may be obtained. 
. . 
Tkeitifficulty with any form of systematic sampling is the estimation '' ., 
of the variance (Yates, 1953; Cochran, 1963). Chevrou ( l q 6 )  examined 
the relationship between area and the length of the area boundary. 
He gave methods.fbr'wing these t o  estimate the variance o f t h e  area 
, : 
estimate obtainedby . tbee  ... methods: (a )  transects, .fb) systematic 
dot &fd, ( c )  pSeudolSystematid dot grid. Quenouille (1949) considered 
three methods of es tbat-%he sampling errors of a systematic sample: 
1 )  usin@; se t s  of systematic samples randomly placed with respect t o  each 
other, i.e. the material t o  be sampled is broken up into a series of 
sub-areas or blocks and several systematic samples are taken in  each 
block; the error variance is calculated from the variances Of the 
systematic samples in each block. 
2)  using one se t  of systematic samples randomly placed, i.e. several 
systematic samples are taken and the area is then broken up into 
sub-areas or blocks; the error variance is calculated from the 
variances of the portions of the systematic samples i n  each block. 
3 )  usin@; one systematio sample, i.e. one systematic sample is taken 
which is broken into several systematic samples of wider spacing, 
e.g. four samples a t  four times the original spacing, the area is 
then divided into several sub-areas and the error variance is 
calculated from the variances of the portions of the sub-systematic 
samples i n  each block. 
These three methods are increasingly accurate in thei r  estimation of 
the mean, increasingly biased in  Whir estimation of the sampling variance 
and decreasin@;ly di f f icul t  in thei r  practical application, so that 
the method of sampling may vary according t o  the population and according 
t c  the use t o  which the results are t o  be put. 
36 
, . 
. . .  . ;  . , .  
Quenouille concluded w i t h  some observations on the problem',of a treml 
in systematic sampling, and noted that ~ a t e s '  method for overcoming 
-this  difficulty is likely t o  result i n  l i t t l e  loss of information (of 
 ellh house and R2.0, 1975). ,. . 
, . 
. . .  
These c&iderat.ions are rglevant if estimates' of percent of area occupied 
by particular land uses a r e  of inteeest, o r  if it is desired t o  cornpa& 
areas. Whsn compcq-isons t h r o W  time tire ,of interest, and bias  i s  
.: , 
.... relatively constint from one tlme period' t o  the next, then- ,accu. te  - 
. . 
. . . . .  
estimates of change can be obtained without satisfying ttie req 
of unbiased estimates (e.g. see Goodall, 1952). 
... . .  
. . 
The effect of bias may be less  serious than has been supposed 
main'p?oblem seems t o  be the estimatiori:of the sampling' error 
is needbd is empirical evidence against which t o  judge the s+l 
error of systematic sampling. 
. . 
.... . . . . 
'Bhnor (195) d r e w  a t o t a l  of 14 &as, each beloking to'one o 
... cIa&ses, and obtained 'true' area estimates by planimetry. .'Eaoh- bf. the 
14 areas 'was a l so  measured ten times w i t h  each of f ive dotgr ids-of  
different  densit-ie~. ?he area e s t h t e  from the sample dot count was 
compared w i t h  the true count and the percentage error was calculated. , 
The relationship,between the percentage error  and' the numbep. of dots 
in an area was:exainined graphically. From estimat;es.'of area size and 
shape made as  a preliminary t o  the dot comt, a dot grid could be seleoted 
suchtllat a specifled error w i l l  be attained. . . 
. . 
. . .  
Iri'simple random samplir& if we wish t o  estimate the proportion or 
the percentage .of units i n  the population which possess some characterist$c 
or a t t r ibute ;or  f a l l  into some defined class, we usually need t o  apply . ' . '  
the binomial distribution, and although the hypergeometric distribution 
..,. , is the,correct o m  for f in i te  populations, the binomial is usually 
a satisfactory approximation (Cochran, 1963). I f  we l e t  P = the proportion 
(or percentage) of units i n  p e  population with the characteristic 
i n  which we are .in%erested, and p = the proportion (or percentage) 
i n  a sample: slze n, then the standard error o f  p is given by ' (for ' a 
, , .  
, , percentage) :;. :. 
, . .  
. , 
. . 
. 
. : 
n 
. . .  
. . i  . ,  , 
For normally distributeh data, we would expebt tha t  the-+rue percent& . . 
would be within 1.96 standard errors i n  95 per cent .of cases. ,,'. 
standard error f a l l s  very rapidly up t o  a sample size of about 160, 
and more slowly above that. The following table is from Robertson 
. . 
and Stoner (1970)' : . . . . . . .  . . 
. . ~  : . 
. . 
. . , .  :. , .  
8; n SF: 
. . . .  
. . 
. ': . . 70 .. loo 4.58 . . 
3.2k. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ., . 70 200 . . 
. . .  70 500 2.05 
7 0 1,000 . . 1.45 . . . .  , 
. .,.. 
. . . . . . .  70:,. . . . .  lo,^ 0.46 . ~ 
. . .  
. . .  , . , .  . 
. . ,  
. . . .  : .  . 
. , 
. :  . 
. . .  . . 
. 
.,, 
. . 
, , . .  ? .  
. 
. . .  
Similarly, the minimum proportion which can be detected is given for 
the 95 per cent probability level when p - (1.96 x SE) = 0. . The following 
table (calculated by PJAH) gives m i n i m u m  values of P with a 5 per cent 
and a 2.5 per cent chance that P w i l l  be meaningless (equivalent t o  
90 per cent and 95 per cent probability respectively, as  this is a single- 
t a i l  t e s t ) :  
This approach i s  not appropriate when interest l i e s  i+ the t o t a l  number 
of units i n  the population which are i n  a given class. In th i s  event, 
it i s  more natural t o  ask: is the estimate likely t o  be correct t o  
within, say, 7 j S  of the true total? Thus we tend t o  think of the standard 
error .expressed as a fraction or percentage of the true value. This 
quantity i s  usually called the coefficient of variation of the eStimate. 
LIf the f i n i t e  , . population correction is ignored, the coefficient 9: , 
. . 
. i ,  
. . . . , , . , . . . , 
....~. 
coefficient of variation " 100 - P 
. . 
. . 
nF 
For a fixed sample size, th i s  coefficient decreases steadily a s  the 
t rue percentage in  C increases,. The coefficient i s  high when'P:-Ss 
leks than 5 per'cent. Very large samples are needed for precXse ~et imates  
of the t o t a l  nuvber possessing any t t r ibute  that  i s  rare in the population. 
Foe P = 1 per bent we m u s t  have &= 99 in order t o  reduce the'cbefficient 
of variation t o  10 per cent; hence n = 9801, The Binomial distribution 
can be useh t o  tabulate the frequency distribution of a, o = :&"' . . a  .:
or of the estimFted ' to ta l  Np, when a i s  the number of units i n  tHe 'sample 
which f a l l  into a class, N is the number of units i n  the population; 
n is the number i n  the sample. Simple random sampling, or any method 
of sampling that is  adapted for general purposes, i s  an expensive method 
of estimating the tatdl number of units of a scarce type. In t h i s  
connection, it i s  useful t o  note ~ e r r ~ ' s  re ults on the relative efficiencies 
of the different sampling methods mentioned above. 
In general, with point sampliw, the best results w i l l  be obtained i f  
the' objectives are fa i r ly  broad. In  classification, t h i s  means reducing 
the number of classes as much as  possible. The technique appears t o  
':b& most useful i n  examining the  larger ciasses (i.e. 30 per cent PC 
70 per cent). 
, 
It is clear that the number of samples does not depend on the area involved. 
Whether it is a whole region being considered, or a small area w i t h i n  
a region, exactly the same number of samples w i l l  be required t o  make 
the same end statement with the same degree of emor, provided that  
the distribution which we are studying i s  the same in each case. In 
upland areas, the distributions may differ  a t  different scales. For 
example, a s m a l l  valley may have areas of good so i l  in the valley bottom 
which form a large proportion of the valley, but may form only a s m a l l  
propofiion of the upland area as a whole. with its generally poorer 
soils. With land variables, variation tends t o  increase & k e a  increases, 
but not linearly. 
.. .~ 
.' 
4. Methods for handling the d&a. . . ~. . .~ . . 
Apart from the traditional maP.pging approach, the type of data with &%oh 
we are concerned may be handled in  a variety of ways. 
Tomlinson (1970) grouped methods for storiry and manipulating geognaphioal 
data (i.e. those which are specific t o  a location) into four categories: 
1) Geographical indexing systems 
 his is the simplest type, it manipulates dat'a lists on tha basis ... ;. 
.of a' location - epecifio index. A L ~  example of t h i s  is the U.S. . '... 
Bureau of Census DiME system. . , .  . . / , ,  . . . ~. 
. . 
. .  . ' . >  
... . 
, .  , . . ,  
2 )  Simple grid manipulation . . ,  . . .- 
. . . . 
. . 
. . .  
. . .  
. 
Single data se ts  whose location is known cari be stored in:  b g i t r s j  : '  
grid cells. The results can be displayed as line-printer 'character 
maps. Possibly the best-known of these is 3NAP V and :L%% derivatives. 
Storage inside the computer is on the basis of one character per 
grid cell. Several types of data manipulation can be carried 
out 6n this grid c e l l  storage matrix. Values prwlded..at @id' . ' . 
cokordine'te points can be spread .h&ogeneousXy over hreas~(.o&WterW "' 
-dells), previously described t o  the system;   so lines;':: ':":. 
s) can be calculat& for aqy in terval6over the  r-.of, ~ ' : 
of point data provided on the grid and. can be'-intemially . 
superimposed on the grid. . Spatial :units cab be . d e f h d  by 'heamst- : 
neighbour methods from point information (where'each grid c e l l  ... 
- i s  &signed the value of the point data nearest t o  i t )  and boundaries 
are'.&ssumad along the line,where the values change. - SYMAP V has 
a wiae range- of s ta t i s t i ca l  support options l inkedto  the.mappix 
systet%$ which' permit calculations - 6 mans, standard; deviations, .: . . 
histograms, and percentile groups of the data. 'Graphic displa& 
..: 
. .of the results  of data storage and manipulation can be providing ' 
by simply printing out each ce l l  a s  a symbol on a l ine  printer. - '. 
Lines can be approximated with printer characters and areas can 
be shaded with up t o  ten progressively darker W s .  . ,, . . .  
. . 
~ ., 
. ,  ., , , : :. 
Slmple.grld manipulation is particularly useful i n  upland land 
".use 'iind land capability stodies because the -maps cam be genesatad , i.. 
quickly with even a small computer and limited printing f ~ i l i t i e a .  . 
A normal teletype p r i n k r  gives some distortion because the distance 
. , between lines is not a whole multiple of the,dist&e b e t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a h a r a u t e r s  
on a: line. One wsy of overcoming t h i s , i s  t o  have a ,--geared ..' .":' 
1- printar as a t  the Edinburgh-Regional Computh-@ C e h t r e -  (NevMasOle- 
upon- installation). . . . . . .. : . .. . L : 
. . .  
. .. 
3 )  Map compilation systems 
. . . . 
One of the easiest and most efficient manull ways b:!store and 
display geographical da ta  is in map form. .Comp&ers-cari be us 
. b o t h  t o .  aid in the- manipulation and compilation of maps themsel 
and t o  store, manipulate, and display geographical data derived'' .' 
from'maps. One example of this i s  the Oxford System of Automated 
CartograpW . 
4 )  Graphic data handling syste s 
Maps have two severe limit t ons n t h e i r  use: (1 )  there is a 
physical l imitat ion on the  mount of da ta , tha t  can be stored and 
displayed on any map; (2 )  he map format demands visual. and manual. 
: m t r i e v a l  of any of i t s  information . Measurefients a re  laborious 
: : . .  and -quantitative .comparisons a re  slow. Computers can be used 
t o  s tore  t h e  iriformati.on found on existing maps and t o  receive 
additional informatian. The stored data can tben be W a e d  in 
. variaus ways. An example of t h i s  i s  the Canada Oeographic:pformation 
System (of. Switzer, 1975). 
. . .  :. , 
Automation i n  cartography is a rapidly-expanding f ie ld.  Papers 
on various aspects may be found in Wilford-Brickwood e t  al, 1975. 
4.1 Mapping of variables 
Selective portrayal of chosen variables can complement maps which 
use orthodox units, e.g. those representing the  sum of all morphometric 
prof i le  features. I n  doing so, they are used t o  emphasise aspects 
which may be of special  significance t o  a project (Stobbs, 1 g 0 ) .  
An interest ing variat ion on t h i s  i s  the  technique of Rudeforth and 
Webster (lg'i'3) f o r  indexing and display of soil. survey data  by means 
of feature cards and Boolean maps. Using such maps, it is possible 
to -  answer a wide range of questions such as: (1) what i s  the  s o i l  
like a t  a given s i t e?  ( 2 )  where e l se  can s i t e s  with t h i s  s o i l  be 
found?; ( 3 )  %hiah sites have s o i l s  with given combinations of a t t r ibutes? 
Comparison of the dis t r ibut ion patterns of different  features and 
t he i r  combinations may reveal h i ther to  unsuspected relationships. 
Such maps can readily be prepared using electronic computers. 
de Grui j ter  and Bie (1975) described a computer method fo r  allocating 
c e l l s  t o  prespecified classes on the basis of values of each variable 
fo r  the  cells.  Since these values rernainuncharged, the  user is f r ee  
t o  employ any c lass i f ica t ion  of h i s  choice. 
The so r t  of data used i n  such mapping can also be use& t o  make 
comparisons, e.g. between the spa t i a l  dis t r ibut ion of land use 
and such character is t ics  a s  physiography, t e r r a i n  type, drainage, 
s o i l  depth, texture, type, and chemistry, climate, and any others 
which may ba of interest .  Any two geographical dis t r ibut ions 
can be compared, for  example by preparing a contingency table  and 
calculating the  correlation coefficients, and chi-square provides 
a t e s t  of whether the  assoniation is signif icant ly greater than 
could have arisen by chance,(Berry, 1962). 
4.2 Capability mapping 
Given a method f o r  classifying land w i t h  respect t o  i t s  a b i l i t y  
t o  support an activity,  or  range of ac t iv i t ies ,  i n  which we a re .  
interested, . the possibi l i ty  ex i s t s  t o  generate computer maps f o r  
each type of use capability. The interpretation of these maps. 
(see next section) can answer a number of questions concerning 
possible uses, conf l ic t s  of use, potent ial  f o r  change. . . 
Rudeforth ( 1 g 5 )  outlined a system for designatbg classes from 
so i l  and s i t e  data, assessing mean values and variability of +roperties 
within classes, and which leads t o  a new approach to  the recognition 
of potent id  crop land. . '  In t h i s  method, a computer is'used t o  
assign land t o  classes ha pre-existing capability classi'fication 
and t o  draw maps. Infomiation collected a t  grid l ine  interiec'ts 
i s  particularly'suitable for t h i s  purpose '(c. f .  ~udefor th  and Webster, 
lq?$. . The method can be.ext&ed ' to'identify land. suitable for 
specific crops ,$i$ag t he  known rar$:& of vaiues of soi l  and $it6 
prt@3;t.si ~?rolli'%ampling locatibns &ere these crops occur. m e  
" 
method can also be used t o  examine t h e  effects of changing'tk;e 
class limits, and t o  look for locatiofls particularly susceptible 
t o  change. 
, 
. . , . . .  . . 
. . - ,  
.. . 
4.3 . Quantitative ( 'parametric' ) methods ' 
Recent trends i n  the quantitative approach (sometimes ref=&'& 
as . 'parametric methods' ) t o  land evaluation were discussed, in. papers 
' ,  
, . . .  'edited by Stew* '(1968), and methcdg were swmkrfsed by Riq$ier 
' ' ( l g 4 ) .  The method consists of [I) evaltlating separately the 
.: 
. , . d i f f e r en t  properties of 'soi ls  and giving them sbparate numerical 
,. val-tibns according t o  thei r  importance within and between 'eaoh 
other; ( 2 )  combining these numerical values according t o  a matbematical 
law taking into consideration the relationships and the 'interactions 
,,between the factors t o  produce a findl index of performance; ( 3 )  
" .. . %hi$ . ' in turn i s  used: t o  rank soi ls  i n  order of &ricul t i ra l  value. 
. ., . In 'principle, the methods consist of m i n i n g ,  pl& production' 
a s  a function of factors  suchas so i l  depth, textwe, available 
. water. The most simple (additive) method po$t~~es.'that"eiiijYr' 
factor .operat& ind$e&ntly, which 'does kt %em t o  bb the case 
" i n  nature. The additive and subtradtive methbd assumes that ' .a l l  
thefavourable'ftictor's add together while a l l  the harjmful on6s 
subtract. In  the multiplicative method, yield is limited by the 
. . 
. '- '..loWest fac cor, ?hich seems to '  be more r e d i s t i c  and conform t o  
, . .  . , .  6kerimental data. 
. . . . . 
. , 
Various quantitative methods are being tested i n  'diffkrent.countries 
(Riquier, 1974). Perhaps the most widely applied is the Modified 
Storie Index: 
.. . 
. . 
Land ~roductivity (Storie) 1ndex = A x B 'x' C x X x Y . . ' . , ' 
, .. 
where A. = ;; rating f o r  the general charact& pf the so i l  . .  . . .  pMrile ., 
B = fl rating for the te'xture of the surface 'horizon.' ,.' :: . .  . c ' r  rating for the slope of the land .. 
x = $ rating for s i t e  factors n%t includ& G A S  B, C "  
L.. . > 
Y ;; rating f oy rainfal l  
The percentages are converted t o  decimal equivalents before m u l t i p l y h  
together and the result is converted to. a perceptage (Olson, 1974). 
Riquier e t  a1  (190) proposed a multiplication 'method using 'seven 
physical and chemical chkracteristics (or  thei r  'substitutes) of 
the sol. ':' The method is f iexible but oversimplifies t h e  influences 
of both 'climate and improved manage@nt practices on productivity. 
Other similar  methods are given in  ~ i i j u i e r  (1glC'). , ' .  , 
- .  
. ' j .  . . , . . . ,  . 
Albers e t  al (1975a), in comparing some West European land classification 
systems, considered a French system compiled by Begon and Remy (unpublished) 
This system, based on tne scale of importance 
I 
of the properties of soi ls  for  the required crops, is additive. 
A,disadvantage w i a t h i s  system is that a llmiting factor does 
not come forward enough i f  there are no other limiting factors. 
Albers e t  afi criticised the scheme in detail. They also examined 
a German s~stem used for taxation purposes. It looks a t  the I U t ~ r d  
yield capacity (based on soi l  condition, s i t b t i b n  in  the landscape, 
climatic factors). For arable farming and horticulture, and for 
pasture land, other factors are taken into considerat'ion, such as 
the -size of the farm, its composition (pastur%/arable ratio, buildings, 
stock, stored forage and products), the internal and ex tpna l  t raff ic  
situation. This system was criticised for ari~ow other +lngs,.' 
the assessment of texture, vague cr i ter ia  for cer ta in ' f ic torsand 
no c r i t e r ia  for others, as well as for incorrectly purporjting ko 
give an absolute measure for productioncapacity. There i s n o  
information about the nature and severity of the limititiori, 
Specific i&,ormation on soi l  requirements of crops is dif f icul t  
t o  find and often vwue, partly because crop specialists oftentend 
t0:neglect s t w i n g  the soi ls  and soi l  scientists tend t o  neglect 
s tdying the crops. Soil information in  crop handbooks is therefore 
often vague, and i n  books on soi l  science infbrmation on the'requirements . 
. 
. of specific crops is often completely lacking (Vink, lgfj).. 
Leven e t  a1 ( l y 4 ) ,  in ,  the USA, criticized various land classification 
systems and s-ested the use of Land Response units, 1.e. %its 
of land that  emib i t  strong homogeneity i n  land form, gross so i l  
morphology, climate, native vegetation, ve(ge.$ative production potential, 
and land use .limitati,ons. Land i s  rated on. capability (based 
on soi l  moisture, temperature, and nutrient regimes) and sensitivity 
(based on erosion, runoff, and slope hazards). These ratings 
are then combined to. give a single rating for the response unit .  
They stated that  thi.s system has  been successfully used in  land 
use planning and me.nagement projects in areas ranging. in size, 
from 450 ha (1-000 acres) t o  303 520 ha (750 000 acres). The ratings 
were used t o  indicate the adaptability t o  the land of small revegetation 
projects, and for allocation of large portions of land for multiple 
use. 
. . 
Wilkipson ( i n  M.A.F.F. l g l l )  reviewed some independent approaches 
t o  .quantifying soi l  survey interpretations in the appraisal of 
so i l  productivity, and described the approaoh used in  Britain by 
M. A,F.F. The importance of understanding the various components 
of land and the relationship between potintial and actual productivity 
was stressed.. A brief description wasgiven of a micro-plot'technique 
t o  measure the relative potential productivity of soi ls  and some 
results were presented. 
Paterson (1956) developed an index for estimating the potential 
. prcd.uctivity of t ree  stem wood in  cubic metres per hectare using 
only climatic factors. H i s  formula was: 
where Tv is the temperature of the warmest month (OC),  Ta is the 
amplitude between the mean hottest and coldest months, P is the 
annual rainfal l  (mn), G is the le- of the groiving season (months), 
E is the  percentage reduction for &vapotranspiration. paterson's 
index was modified by Weck (1957) and Becking (1962). 
1t &st' be accepted that  i n  such quantitative methods, only the 
mathematical treatment of factors can be  regarded as  objective. 
W selection and compoundirig of these factors i s  prone t o  variable 
intensities of subjectivity according t o  the kind ofprooedure 
w 
:followed. Realising the complexity of the problem, it is cle& 
that man w i l l  always have the responsibility of selecting and assigning 
..s&&ficant factors, but shoulcl then aim a t  limiting t o  an acceptable 
... 
.:minimum . the role played by subjectivity i n  these operations. This 
. can only be done if the consideration of the significant 'factors 
retained reflects re'sults'of ffeld t r i a l s  and if these results ':. 
have a s ta t i s t i ca l  value" (Riquier, 1974). 
4.4 Other computer-bascd methds. . : .. , , 
. , 
'> . . 
Numerical methods hav&'so f a r  been l i t t l e  used in:the inte~pi&ation 
of 1 ~ - & e  data. Beeston and Dale:(1975) attemp- t o  use' 'multiple 
predictive analysis' (Macnaughton-Smith, 1965) i n  an examination 
, ,. ,of . the efficacy O f  various land clearance methods far We"contr6l 
of woody weeds in  southern, Qtieensland. This t&hnique' i* concerned 
, 
, w i h  the analysis of three se t s  of .v&Sables ( i n  t h i s  ca~e~'backgrom3, 
,.. . . . treatments, outcomes) recorded f& a single set of tndivfd@s:1. 
or sites. The background se t  of variables may be of ' $ k i ' q . '  
and is used solely as a source of potential divisions.ihto subif;roups. 
. . .  IChe,other two sets  each contain a single multistate vpriable and 
~ .. it is the relationship between these two sets;  and^ inp&ic&l& 
the p d i c t a b i l i t y  .of outcome class given treatment class;. i6ich 
is to 'be  maximized. The results  were not very impressive. .: Thirteen 
,', 
groups were accepted, but even a t  t h i s  level.  the contingency. t8bles 
were very empty. T h e  authors admitted. that  she results  should 
xiat be taken too s6riously unti l  appropriate emeriments have been 
carried out. ' They discussed w a y s  i n  which the method might' be  
improved. Fisher  (197'5) appe&ed t o  have more success when using 
t h i s  method t o  iden%ify predictive plant species associated w i t h  
particulks terrace al t i tude classes i n  the New Forest. . .. 
. . 
. ~ 
. . 
i - . . ' I . .  
Automatib' c o n t o u r h  and trend-surface plottin@; a i d  i n  '%he lfrtsrpretation 
and preseritation oT nap-oriented information, bu t  they do 'iw't'iiecessarily 
present the most economical summary of the results. The t e w p u e  
of principal compon%nt aalysis provies a relatively simple method 
of considering %h$- variokts larid use variables .so. as  t o  ,o6tah a, 
parsimonious summ&ry of . b e  basic data collected W a  suni& ".' 
Having determined how manjr.&imerisions are necessary :tc'accomt 'for 
some desirkd propoi-tion of tlie. *ariation revealed by ' the sample. 
measureMnts, the ahdlysis also provides the necessary l i nea r  .kbctions 
o f  the ba&c land use v&iablesfor use i m  'other teohYd.tih&r , 
. 
shh 
. , ., 
as  trend-s%f ace analysis ( ~ e f  f ers, 1970). . . 
. . ' I . .  
, :  .,.... 
. ., .  . 
Caponii@ correlation is another little-used technique which , ., ., is ., 
apgro$ri&te t o  suiveys +here t h e  depednde  o f  the variables of 
land tise ci4n be. related t o  variables pf &e topography, ,physi&?aphy, 
and environment. This technique i s  best ,=garded as ail & p i o h t o r y  
tool which w i l l  give some idea of the complicated structure of 
a multivariate relationship. Natural var%+tion.Ps multivariate 
and consequently there are advantages t o  a modeT, which analyses 
the variationof several dependent variables s i m u l t ~ o u s l y .  The 
linear combinations of - both the environm&nt.al'hd! land &,'+*fables 
rnw be related t o  thei r  geographkc posittoni .by a~tdn&tib 'cor i$o~ing 
or by trend-surace analysis.  they may ;a&so'he Used :as thi? b&is 
for optimisationkjqnd simuTatfon techni~&s' 'c~e&,er~,,: 1970). . .  -. 
. . 
.. t ... J .  ,:*. 
M c C d h y  e t  a1 @74) documented procedures developed for the 
evaluation of environmental consequences of spatially distributed 
act iv i t ies  i n  a region centred on Knoxville, Tennessee. An importad 
aspect of their  research is the abil i ty t o  interrelate, and t o  
show the cumulative effects of, different changes t o  the environment. 
The decision maker can begin t o  interact w i t h  the system and see 
the results of different management decisions. The primary object 
of thei r  work is to (1) forecast and simulate future changes; (2) 
evaluate the consequences of alternative plans; (3) determine 
m e  optimal solution t o  given problems; ( 4 )  t o  provide the user 
wi$h information and computational tools so that he can develop 
solutions subject t o  h i s  own criteria. 
The types of question which m i g h t  be asked of the methods of McCarthy 
e t  al are, hypothetically: 
1 )  Given predicted inoreases i n  employment and urbanisation, what 
w i l l  be the landscape pattern over the next 15 years? 
2) Given We landsowe pattern ohange, what would be the effect on 
p r i v a t e l ~ - ~ ~ n e d  woodlots of inoreased forest harvesting by the 
TVA? 
3 )  If TVA harvests a Large number of woodlots and private landowners 
harvest thei r  own land due t o  economic pressure, could this affect 
water quality of the streams in  the area? 
4 )  If water quality of streams in the area i s  affected, would biota 
of the reservoirs of the area be affected? 
5) If reservoir quality is changed, how w i l l  various regional publics 
react through the poli t ical  system. 
Their land cover model recognises the following plant communities: 
(1) hardwoods; (2) pine-hardwoods; (3) pines; (4)  cedar-hardwoods; 
and (5) old fields. The model simulates the natural successional 
changes by considering categories of land cover as s ta tes  in f i n i t e  
Markov chains. A s  the simulation proceeds, the land allocation 
model overrides the natural change in  some cel ls  (i.e. mapping 
grid cel ls )  with man-induced perturbations. This causes the land 
cover model t o  project changes into neighbouring ce l l s  where applicable, 
thus creating a new vegetative pattern i n  the natural system. 
These results  can be i l lustrated by computer maps based on grid 
cells, or, more effectively, they may be superimposed on rel ief  
maps. 
This is an interesting approach which seems t o  be worth following 
up. Markov models have not been used much in ecology, and their  
applicability needs t o  be explored. ii Markov chain is a stochastic 
proaess i n  which transitions among various states occur with characteristic 
probabilities that depend only on the current s ta te  and not on any 
previous state. Only two basic conditions need t o  be sat isf ied 
for valid application of th i s  process: (1)  t o  predict the next 
state, one need know only the present state; (2)  the transition 
probabilities between two  specific states remain constarrt over 
time (i.e. it is a stationary process). A Markov chain is 'regular' 
! 
~ ~~ 
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if am s ta te  can be reached from any other s ta te  i n  a - f in i te  number 
of steps, and i f  it is not cyclic. The fundmental property of 
a regu1aF''Markov chain .is that eventually .it' se t t l es  inta a pettern 
i n  which the various s ta tes  occur with:0haracteristic frequencies 
.that are i-%lependent..of- the i n i t i a l  state, th%s is the 'stationary 
distributiont of s h t e s .  . . . . .  
. . 
. . 
,. ! ' .  . . 
Horn (1~jj):~discussedvarious possible modifications t o . a  basic. 
'.Markov model which. can be- used .in the .st*. of forest succeseion. 
However,. there are few s tudies  i n  &-doh thelprediotions have been 
tested. &dinst observations, . Waggonen andStephens (197Q) calu 
aftlated the piwdicted probabilities. of occurerne after 40:years 
of species- i n  327. plots i n  mixed hardwood forests of Central Connecticut, 
and compared them w i t h  observed probabilities. AlthouQ)1 oak persisted 
less than predicted, the persistence of maple, birch, and minor 
. -  .:. species; :: tha t ~ a n s i t i a n  from oak %o maple and birch; the transition 
from birch t o  maple; and the transitions from:other and minor 
species t o  maple and birch; could have been rather well predicted 
: In  197:from t&e matrix- of probabilities for  the first decade.: 
A oompmson 0rf'Ue:steady states prediotad from the obse- probabilities 
. . 
of the f i r s t  and fourth decades showed:.good agreement, apart f m m  
&;r . ~T$'. the d b n g e s i n  the forest f i t t ed  an ideal Markov chaa, 
'ike-'twci . s%&.dy state$. would be the same. The data suggested that 
some transition probabilities for  the forest  can be t r ea t8a . a~  
i f  they came from a stationary Mar&-, chain. 
. , 
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5. Interpretation of;the data : contI%lline: factors 
. . 
Ln st&ing upland areas, we can -describe quantitatively the characteristics 
of individual m a s ,  possibly using computer.-maps. These maps can be 
used in  a variety of ways. For example, they can be used t o  find the 
areal distrib&ion of particular use or capability classes i n  an area, 
and t o  show which areas or sampling locations have a high capability 
for  more than:one use. The potential uses may be mutually exclusive, 
i n  which casethere w i l l  be a conflict .~ f . . b t e r e s t s ,  'or they w i l l  be 
compatible, in rrhich case multi-p&se land use w i l l  be possible. 
Such maps wodd be useful as  an aid t o  decision making. Different upland 
areas could be compared on the basis of various properties, e.g. t h e '  
proportions of the different areas ( a )  under a given land use; (b)  
w i t h  a capability for a pa r t f~u la r  use; ( c )  with-particular so~l/climate/landform 
characteristics or combinations, or perhaps w i t h  regard t o  the distances 
of the sampling points from the nearest roads. 
W6 can. also use thei t o  examine the possibflities for change, the likely 
direction of change,, and its impact on the landscape. Let us consider' 
aS an. example,' 'igric'&5ure an& forestry. The lahd capability classi'fication .. 
&maps. w i l l  t e l l .  us -what is p'ossible. . However, current lam3 use . . .  
may not achieve this p'ot&nti&l because of the presence of controlling ' 
f&btors, (cohstraints') suo'h as: (I) l+ tenure system, (2) .s ize  of 
farm, ( 3 )  labour intensity, ' (4)  capital intensity, (5) level of technical 
know-how, ( 6 )  farm power (source and accompanying implthents), (7)  
demand for products, (8) economics, notably w i t h  regard t o  subsidies 
ahd taxation polroies. It 'is evident t h a t  a change i n  one or more 
-of the -0onstraints w i l l  lead to  change in  the relationship.between 
current use and oS$ibility. 
. . 
Having w i n e d  area on a &Sternatic basis (e.g. grid i n t e P s e ~ t i 0 n ~ )  
and having assigned a hapability class t o  each location; we c& .determine 
the percentage of the area which ts,cap&ble of a given use, a& also 
the area which is currently W e r  a particular use. This gives an indication 
of the scope for change.' ~or 'example, ' i f  7%; of an area is sui table  
for forestry butonly-9; is ,forested, there is scope for a 15-fold. increase 
i n  forest, or extensiog by a given acreage. We can ds?, say what species 
would grow a t  each Smline; location, hence maps cod@ be ,produced showing 
the appearance of t he  land a t  various levels of  afforestation. ' A forestry 
expert c o w  give estimates of establishment costs and likely yields. 
. 
. . 
.. . . 
. . 
. . 
Statham. (i92), having :assigned t o  each m a p  square of t h e ~ o r t h  York 
~ o o r s  its pading forcapabi l i t  with respect t o  a range of uses, akternpted V ' ,  t o  evolve a pattern of 'optimum uses by allocating t o  each square the 
, activity with the highest grading for that  square. Various weighting 
- '  systems were used, for example:, ( a )  a l l  act ivi t ies have equal weightings; 
(b)  wewtings for agriculture = 1, forestry = 1; recreation = 3, .nature 
conservation = 3; ( c )  weightings for  recreation *,I, nature conservation 
= 1, agriculture = 3, forestry = 3 .  Statham recognised conflict areas 
as  land where the highesk grading occurs in the same square for two 
or more incompatible act iv i t ies  i n  the equal weighting situation arYl 
opportunity areis as land which occurs i n  the .highest grade cate@;ory' 
for a different use than that  existing, e v h  when that activity i s k a t e d  
against. Thb main' conflict &re& in  h i s  study was & area of open moorland, 
on which Statham honcludeil, afforestation 'should. be:encouraged reclamation 
for ag r i cu l the  disCoUraged, alGough a number of significant heather 
moors should'be 'retained, mainly for amenity reasons.. 
, . .  
W-p (1972) described  use .of .D&ilraLoprn&gt, P~hntLal. .  8I)aly~i:;sr~~bfiiph . . .  
is, essentially a systematic and comprehensive development of traditional,  
'sieve mapprocedures, i n  generating alternative strategies i n  the Coventry 
- Solihull -Warwickshire Sub-regional study. . .  , 
3 .  .- .. . . 
. , 
A s  curiningham (1971) pointed out, decisions .about the future land' use . 5 . .  
pattern i n  t h e .  upLand and , h i l l -  areas of Britain are ul~imately political. .  - 
decisions, s h o e  most forms of contemporary u s e -  .~@;riculture, forestry, .:' 
tourism, wildlife con.$ervat,ion-  depend -on some f o p  of Government assist&e 
through mants ,  subsidies, or taxation policies. :Economics d i c t a t e . .  . .  , , 
; that agriculture and forestry should be more profitable, and hence. a .  . ' 
more rational: approach,;to deaistons about land use is required. fur the^:. : 
investigation is needed in determining theconstraints  t o  various forms. 
of land use and of. integrating them in  a systematic ww so  that better 
decisiom can be made, ' . . .  
. . 
, ,. '. ,. 
Soma of the poli t ical  constraints e e c t i n g  L a  pecial Development 
Orders end planning restrictYons such as'.ocwr in  ~ a t i o n a l  Parks, Areas . C :  
of Outstandint: Natural Behuty, Nature Reserves, Sit6s:of Special Scientific 
Interest;: Section ll of the Countryside Act 1968 ; ~ h . q i z e s  t h e  desirability 
of conserving the amenity Wid natural beauty of the: c q ~ t r y s i d e ,  and 
this could Smpose great restraints. Section 14 the. same act requires 
-tht advance notice be given fortheconvert ion of,rnoorland and heath 
into egrioultWal land. . .  . , .  . , .  . . :  . .  . 
.. . 
, , 
, . , .  , . 
. . .  
The land capability is a'function of its inherent piopbrties ( so i l , .  . .. 
clima$ic, eto. ) whereas the constraints are separate from it and superimposed 
on it. The constraints, or controlling factors, are aspects of the 
organisation of human affa i rs  and can change quite quj.ckly, particularly 
i n  the case of economics (which a l s o  involves politics)... The detailed 
study of these factors is clearly outsidethe realm of ecology, and 
outside e q e h s  w i l l  need t o  be consulted. .. . . .  . 
. .  , . 
. . 
. ~ . .  - 
. . .  
In t h i s  context, the :Cornell farm classification (Olson lq4; Olson 
and Hardy, 1967; Conklin, 1969): is .inte&stiing. Farms were examined 
from a vehicle equipped as en off;tce. Eachfarm was classified into 
one of th-e groups on-.economic performance data gathered:over several 
years. Farms operating at theyhigh'' level produced about four times 
more than those a t  the "low" level, while those operating a t  the 'hedium".- 
1' level produced about twice as much as those a t  the low" level. Multiplication 
of these factors by the number of farms in each class gave re la t ive .  ..,:.: 
values ,of farm productivity within each area, and iireas oould.'be aomp&red. 
Coqiarisonof the ra t io  high/low productivity farms indicated the relative 
prosperity of farming in  different areas. , . 
, , 
Vtnk (1960) gave an example of a quantitative apppo~ach. used:in the Netherlsnds, 
in which suitability-was determined by the. fonintla., . . , . ... . 
, , 
.Sa.E.. ( (R.Y.). E+ - R (F + C )  % ) . . .  
( ) E.T.M. : .  . , .  , 
, . . , 
. . , .  
... . 
, . 
..' where Sa is suitabil i ty of so i l  type A, R =  the ac&e$e Qf,e.@b-c& .;.;':.. 
as  percent. of total  farm acrewe,. Y = yieltt-bf each. crop ..in k,& On 
so i l  tjrpe A, F = f e r t i l i z e r s  used, C. = other U D s t s ,  E and E. 'are eOOnomi0 
. '  parameters, E and T.indicate theeconomic F b c ~ c a l ~ s i % u a t % o n ~ f o r  which 
the solution is valid, M E the management le+e'l f*or .&iicki'Ohe'sol~tiOli 
was calculated. The caloulatiori was .basedon"mrmal5&:monetary units . . 
and an example was given. 
, . 
Table 5.1. Categories and grouphgs of i+e new in te rna t iona l  system of land s u i t a b i l i t y  c l a s s i f i ca t ion  (B?inkman 
and Snryth, 1973 ). ~. . . 
. . 
. ~ 
Category Order Class Subclass Unit 
3 NO. 'of groupings unlimited unlimited . . ullimited 
. . 
. . . . 
, ' 
Groupings 1 sui tab le  1.1 1.'2& 
1.2t .1.2 
e t c  1 . 2 ~  (3 )  r L ~ 
. . -d 
e t c  e t c  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 conditionally 2 I . . :  .....?...... 2 ,Jt 
. . 
. L 
............. 
..... 
........ 
su i tab le  2.2 "' 2.1Bt 
e t c  e t c  
3 unsuitable 3.1 
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The new international system of land evaluatfon (Briillanan and Smyth, 
1973; Vink, 1975) includes a new proposal for  land classification based 
on the system of evaluation developed a t  the FA0 Consultation (Wageningen, 
1972). The essential aspects are shown i n  Table 5.1. The order' 
of the land suitability classification is of the highest significance. 
Here, the decision m u s t  be made whether a particular t ract  of land 
is suitable or not for a particular ut i l izat ion type. guitable land 
is defined as "land on which (sustained) use for the defined purpose 
in  the defined marmar is expected to  yieM benefits that  w i l l  justify: 
required recurrent inputs without unacceptable risk t o  land resour 
ces on the s i t e  or in adjacent areas". However, Vink (1975) noted - 
that  it is debateable, i n  some cases, whether or not sustained use 
is alweys a prerequisite. The crucial part of this new system lies '  
in the fact  that  the land use on lands of Order 1 is "expected t o  yield 
benefits that  w i l l  justify required recurrent inputs". Suitability 
is determined by the net result of outputs minus inputs on a recurrent, 
usually annual, basis. - 
Changes in the economio situation of upland farms from depression and 
declining real  incomes i n  the sixt ies t o  comparative prosperity i n  
recent ykars  were discussed by Munro (1974). He noted that considerable 
emphasis has been placed on the economic condition of fanning in th? 
so-called marginal areas, because it has a marked bearing on farmer S 
attitudes t o  investmerrt in land improvement an3. on the competitive - 
position of agriculture as  the main form of land use i n  the h i l l s  and 
uplands. Obviously, mar?y of the smaller farms w i l l  require 00ntinueCl 
Government assistance t o  aid integration into viable units. Many 
of the larger family farms, especially those in Wales and the English 
border counties which have carried out land improvement since the W, 
are no longer marginal i n  the true economio sense. Mmo considered 
that, unlike 10 years ago, no arguments can be put forward in  favour 
of large-scale extensive ranching as a dominant form of 1 4  use. 
An example of the approach used by a commercial firm in  planning the 
restructuring of farm units i n  Wales is given by Matthem Wightson 
Land Ltd. (1975). 
In  considering British upland farms, the simple fact  that in  197fl1, 
the h i l l s  of England, Scotland, and Wales, produced 76 of t o t a l  British 
gross farm output conceals several v i t a l  aspects of the significanae 
of the h i l l s  and uplands. The h i l l s  and uplands, though producing 
only about 10;: of t o t a l  livestock and livestock product &mss output, 
are estimated t o  produce ne=ly 5CrA of the British sheep and wool bu tpd  
and between 20;; and 25s of British gross cat t le  output. Clearly, 
agriculture i n  the h i l l s  and uplands provides a significant proportion 
of t o t a l  grazing livestock output, i n  part as  f a t  animals but mairily, 
and most importantly, as  store stock for flrrther fattening on the l o w ~ s .  
Thi; are the chief s o m e  of basic hardy breeding stock for lowlgnf 
sheep farms and one important source for lowland beef breeding herds. 
Thts is particularly valuable when the lowland herds or flocks are 
decimated by disease, such as a major foot and mouth outbreak (m. 
1973). 
Philip (1g6)  noted that  it is dif f icul t  t o  choose between uses i n  
areas where biological production and economic values are low, and 
information on the benefits t o  be 0btaFned from different uses is sparse. 
Much of this type of land f a l l s  into ALC cateEories 4 and 5, and frob? 
the point of view of managers of upland areas, this classification 
is too broad. Also, much of the land has high amenity value, introducing 
t h e  concept of intangible benefits. Furthermore, the  land manager is 
forced t o  operate within a complex biological and a complex sooial  System. 
Past systems of management a re  proving unsatisfactory. Decisions on 
related prroblems are  being sought without considering t h e i r  interactions. 
Taylor (1961) discussed the various pressures, including soc ia l  considerations, . . 
which bear on land use decisions, 
..~. 
. . . ~ .  . , 
One way of .examin& t h e  e f f ec t s  of the .controlling fac ibrs  and t he ,  
con&&quenoesl of policy decisions is by some form of computer simulation 
o r  model. .:Thisapproach has not been used very widely. Voelker t1975], 
at. Oak.Ridge N a t i . m l  Laboratory, reviewed $he experience of a m o d e l l a  
teamon constructing.a largeland-use model.. .This experience suggest$ 
t h a t  t w ?  types of problem block the  evolution of model technology. , . 
Problems of the  f i r s t  type are  technical and are  re la ted  t o  lack of 
- . . 
theory, model organization, and data avai labi l i ty ,  The, second, and 
i':' try f a r  the most. important, type of problem is related t o  t h e  differ ing 
perce.ptions,of model builders and model users, and the  in s t i t u t iona l  + 
s e t t a t h a t  gemrates  these perceptions. For example, t h e  planne,rs . ~ 
experienced d i f f i cu l ty  i n  justifying the  hir ing and t ra in ing  pf progrqn&s 
and data t e ~ h q i c i a n s  i n  order t o  take over the  modelling technology, . . . . 
and they were.forced t o  spend a great  deal  of time i n  educating marlagers,.- 
s~onsoCs, and. usqrs. In addition, tQe time-scale i n i t i a l l y ,  envisaged . , ..: 
1' ' : ' .  f a r  the. trmsf e r  o f  the  model teohhology was too short. The planners .>, .: 
sensit ive. .posit ion in public issues made them hes i tan t  t o  deviate f r o  
- - :. .tradi*ional techniqyes and accept new sophisticated bef or$. . .. 
feel ingconfident  simpler versions. 
~ ; . . ., . . . . 
.. . . , - ~ ' ,  . ? ,  .. . . 
. . 
MQde-&;Ling was . . thrust  i n t o  t h e  'public consciousness by t h e  achievemer+s 
of the;.aprospaoe industry long before t h e  science of land use was ready 
t o  support land-use modelling. wpeota t ion  arose, t o  a large extent, 
+omthe genuine need f e l t b y  planners f o r  improved technology. , However, 
once they were linked t o  a semi-public Bnvironment, models were r e s t r i c t ed  
i n  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  50 evo'lve further. Even though. it would have been 
useful, the  models could not be t rea ted  a s  research vehicles; '  they were 
expected t o  produce accurate, specific, output geared t o  r e a l  si tuations.  
Beoaus.~. of the  expectations placed- on them, model builders were forced , 
t o  be ret icent '  abou? the  negative a spec t so f  t h e i r  models.' Decision- 
makers do not normally optimize a l l  poss ib i l i t i esbecause  o f t h e  limited 
Capacity o f  the  human m i n d .  Furthermore, it is beyond the qapabi l i t ies  
of both the  model and the  decision-maker t o  optimize a l l  possibilities 
i n  an absolute sense. ~er ice ,  models should allow the decision-maker 
t o  consider more options i n  more d e t a i l  than he would otherwise, without 
overwhelming h i s  capacity t o  visual ize  r e l a t ive  trade-offs. 
Voelker noted t h a t  by structuring a land-use model with independent sub- 
programs, problems stemming from a s ingle  large program could be overcome. 
Such sub-programs are  more readily comprehensible, more flexible,  and 
be t t e r  adapted t o  t h e i r  function because they operate with fewer individual 
constraints. Although t h i s  approach lengthens the  time taken t o  run 
the model, and has a greater  r i s k  of user-induced error, t h e  advantages 
f o r  outweigh t h e  disadvantages. Using an interact ive approach, the 
user can guide the  simulation through a var ie ty  of a l ternat ive paths: 
he Can review intermediate r e su l t s  and change test conditions a t  intermediate 
decision points. Such sub-programs would be more convenient f o r  routine 
problem solving. 
50 
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A decision tool which has been used increasingly in recent years i n  the 
u.S.A. is line? programming. The U.S. Forest Service uses linear programming 
in  both timber' management and land use planning, and some large private 
dom&riies have been using the method i n  planning and management. ~ ~ a r  
pr~~r&min@; involves the optimization of a linear'objective function 
by allocating resources among activi t ies subject t o  linear constraints. 
The decision on whether or not t o  use linear programming depends upon 
whether'the problem can be represented in  a form that  meets the assumptions 
of l inear i ty  i n  its objective and constraint equations t o  a suffiaient. 
degree. . One w a y  of testing the appropriateness is through sensiOivity 
analysis (Bell, 1377 ). 
Goal prograhing is a variation of linear programming in which theFmathematical 
model is so constmcted that  the single objective t d  be maximized or 
minimized is composed of several goals. Maximizing or minimizing t h e .  
I doctored' objective identifies the activi t ies that result i n  the closest 
achievement of several goals instead of just one (Dane'et al, 1977). 
One of the most prodising applications ofgoa l  programming is t o  the 
'hamgement of forest resources (Field,, lg3, 1977; Schuler e t  al, 1977),. 
Goal pro&amming enablesresource specialists and decision makers to  
interrelate. The specialistsprovide 'the coefficientsof the model, 
the !decision makers list the ac ' t iv i t ies to  be considered and assign significanoe 
t o  the gods. Dane e t  a1 (1977) experimented w i t h  the use of goal L 
programming t o  assist land use planning in the Mount Hood'~ationa1 Forest, 
Oregon. After several computer runs, the plahners were able t o  discern: 
(a) How land allocations shifted wiw different combinations of  goals, 
and what outputs were controlling those sh i f t s ;  (b)  What outputs or 
effects were most limiting, and thus most sensitive and in need of p r i o ~ i t y  
attention; ( c )  How sensitive goal priori t ies were at@ how they affected 
outputs; (d)  What was being given up or traded t o  achieve a higher ' , 
prfority cod. 
There is' clearly scope for the th0ughtf1.U application of computer methods 
t o  *e study Of the compl&x interactions of factors influi2ncing land 
use, and t o  examine the consequences of suggested courses of action. 
A s  always in' this' type of work, it is necessary to recognize and avoid 
. q .  
p i t f i l l s  (Majone,' 1977). 
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1 6. The impact of land use on ;he land and landscape 
Clearly forestry has a marked visual impact on the landscape. What 
about farm-? Cunningham (1971) did not believe tha t  a case could 
be subs th t i a t ed  f o r  fores t  production, as opposed t o  she l te r  belts, 
on the million acres of enclosed upland permanent pastures, o r  indeed, 
on land which can be improved t o  be of similar productivity. H e  w a s  
of the opinion that systems should be s o w t  which w i l l  economically 
exploit  improved levels of animal outpirt. O n e  conception is a two- 
~ a s t u r e  svstem. This would comprise f i r s t ,  an area of be t te r  quality 
herbage such as possibly upgraded with lime and 
slarr. and clover. or  a newly-established pasture us- t he  technique ---- 
appropriate t o  the conditi&s. Second, there would be an area of improved 
h i l l  land. Grazing management would be based on intensive use of the  
improved pasture during two periods of the year - April t o  July and, 
a f t e r  a rest ,  from October t o  November or  December. D r y  ewes and hoggs 
would run on the.open h i l l  throughout the year and the lactat ing ewes 
would be favoured i n  summer. 
In order t o  increase h i s  income a farmer might intensify. This would 
n eed the erection of permanent buildings, w i t h  some impact on the  landscape. 
On the question of intensification, Munro (1974) noted tha t  the Pwllpeiran 
scheme has shown the  technical f eas ib i l i ty  of introducing large-scale 
pasture improvement in areas with an annual r a in fa l l  i n  excess of 2500 
m (98.4 ins)  up t o  al t i tudes of 700 m (2297 f t ) .  According .to Stapledon, 
only I.$ of the  land surface of Wales l i e s  above t h i s  elevation and less 
than $ Of Great Britain. The economic v iabi l i ty  of surface improvement 
i n  the h i l l s  w i l l  depend on its durabi l i ty  over a succession of hard 
winters, such'as those experienced i n  197, 1963 and 1969, and also 
on %he cost of providing aacess fo r  the large quantit ies of lime and 
f e r t i l i z e r s  which are required. 
On upland farms and on the inbye portion of h i l l  farms, intensification 
w i l l  mainly take the  form of increased use of f e r t i l i z e r  nitrogen. 
Research w i l l  be needed on possible long-term effects  on eutrophication 
(Munro, 1974). Munro considered tha t  the  financial benefits resulting 
from land reclamation w i l l  become apparent in the general mainkenance 
of farms and buildings, and tha t  where it is decided tha t  i n  special 
areas no land improvement w i l l  be allowed, then it is the duty of 
the nation t o  see tha t  adequate compensation i s  made, an i n  the German 
National Park system. 
Surface treatment is gain iw momentum in illales as  a result of promotion 
by the  Advisory Servioe, and its visual impact can already be assessed. 
The replacement of areas of Molinia, Nardus, Festuca, and heather moor 
by dark-green ryegrass - clover pastures adds variety t o  the landscape 
and enhances its aesthetic appeal. Most of the  steeper, rocky slopes 
and wetter bog communities remain v i r tua l ly  unchanged, as  it is necessary 
t o  replace only 30-40,; of the  rough grazing on a h i l l  t o  effect  a substantial  
im?rovement i n  livestock nutr i t ion (NIunro, l g 4 ) .  
Sheep farmers are conservative i n  their habits, and a sheep farmer is 
unlikely suddenly t o  s e l l  dl h i s  stock and plant trees. Therefore 
a change from agriculture t o  forestry i s  l ike ly  t o  occur only w i t h  some 
change i n  the controlling factors. For example, i f  sheep farming i n  
upland areas became uneconomical, there would be a d r i f t  of farmers 
from the land ( a s  happened i n  parts of Wales). The farms m i g h t  be 
taken over by a private enterprise for  forestry, or by the Forestry Commission. 
. . 
Land msnagement, whet he^ 'for agriculture; ... fnrestry, ;nature.. comwation,  
depends for its success on an underst+nding of.ecological.prinaiples. 
In some cases,-man is establish'mj more o r  less. a r t i f i c ia l  ecoiystemi . . 
such as  crops and plantations, while i n  other cases he is seeking t o  . - . 
modify exist- types of biological comunity. For such aotivities. , . 
t o  succeed, it is essential that  the processas involved be .understnod. . 
The relative Wri t s  of the various forms of land use must be deciaed: , .  . 
not only. on economic and.socia1 grounds,. but also on the basis of sound 
ecological information on the long-termeffects o f t h e  various types 
of land use and management. . . , . 
. - 
. -. 
.. , 
There is a teriiency among laid mmagers t~l , ,55~ye wt no changes occur ' .  
except those which they themselves bring about. ? i ~ l ~ ~ T s ' f ~  from the  
case.' . Ecosystems which may appear stable, and which exhibit l i t t l e  
sign of change i n  the short-term, may i n  fact  show long-term trends,.  ' .:. 
of ohange. T h i s  is particularly so in the uplands, where the predominantly 
wet climate meas that the soi ls  are leached and thus tend towardslosss~ 
of nutrients and increase in acidity. Professor W. H. Pearsall pointed 
out that  when sheep are cropped, minerals, notably nitrogen, sulphur, 
and phosphorus in proteins and calcium and phosphorus in bones, are remwed 
from the:ecosystem, and there is only a- small replacement by rainfall. 
There is.;thus .a constant drain on so i l  fertil5ty. ; .  He used t o  maintain. 
that  the uplai-~dsshould never have been deforested, as  tree roots bring . . 
up nutrients fromthe weathering parent material or deep d r i f t  and return 
these t o  the s o i l s q f a c e  in their  l i t t e r ,  thus helping t o  counteract 
the leaching. ; ', 
However, l i t t l e  is understood of the chemical and biochemical processes 
involved, the quantitative balance of inputs and losses, or the rates 
of change. Certain species may perform th i s  f u n c t i o ~  more efficiently 
than others, and some species are thought t o  have adverse effects (i.e. 
t o  accelerate acidity and leaching trends) and thus reduce We number 
of options open for the use of the land. However, the evidence is 
sparse and the effect of a given species may vary with conditions. 
Research , i s  needed on th i s  topic. 
Tinsley (195) noted that in Nidderdale the tenant farmers a* limited 
in  the numbers of sheep which they are allowed t o  keep as the interests 
of sheep and grouse conflict. The present productPtity of the moors 
is carefully maintained, but the balance is precaridus. Them is a 
long tradition, going back t o  medieval times, of f i r ing the moors. 
Tinsley concluded that the management practices vf recent centuries 
have pPduced an inherently unstable environment. Burning, even when 
controlled, leads t o  an increase in the acidity of the s&faoe peat 
and &ies it out, making it easily eroded. Accidental f i r e s  OcCUP w i t h  
incdasing frequency as recreational pressya increases. Should h~ 
presswe be reduced, it i s  debatable wheOher any natural t ree  regeneration 
could now occur. 
Philip (lg6) considered that over the l a s t  two hundred years or so, 
major changes in the use and methods of management of the extensive uplCnd 
areas have been induced by relatively short-term and arbitrary f i n a m i d  
advantages unrelated t o  the sustained production potential of the land. 
The diversity maintained by the older systems of upland farms and crofts 
has been destroyed, and the new designed only t o  maximize the short-term 
I gains, or, i n  the case of tllc; gruu;rt. uiouyn, t o  oat3sfy a par t icu la r  demand for  sporting f a c i l i t i e s .  Exposure is a major fac tor  limit?r&tGe p r & ~ ~ t i ~ i t y  
of t he  uplands, ye t  we have allowed the  nibbling of t he  sheep and the  
burning of t h e  heather t o  destroy t r e e  cover, r e s u l t i w  i n  a l o s s  of 
d ivers i ty  &id p?oduction .(See a lso Simmons, 1966;. Tivy, 1973). 
. . 
Upland s o i l s  have been exposed .Lo hundreds of years of exl>loi ta~ion,  
mostly by sheep grazing. A s  these s o i l s  re::resent an important resource, 
we should aim t o  manage them so as  t o  increase t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  produce 
products which we need. If we understood more about t he  processes 
involved, we could suggest ways of mancaging u ~ l a n d  s o i l s  t o  improve t h e i r  
qual i ty  and productivity. For example, there  is the  poss ib i l i ty  of 
using t r e e s  t o  improve upland graiil@s (e .g ,  Douglas and Hart, 1976). - 
Apart from' t he  use OF- t r e e s  f o r  shelter,  t he  leaf ' l i t t e r  could chdnge 
the  conditions i n  t he  humus l a y e x  anrl thus influence tha ground vegefatibn, 
which would a l so  be influenced by the improved microclimate. A t  t he  
same time, t he  t r e e s  c o d d  a s s i s t  i n  removing surplus water, which might 
be cheaper than in s t a l l i ng  drainage systems. While it is c lear  t h a t  
uncontrolled grazing may be harmful t o  forests,  especially where there  
is regeneration, an integration of forcst ry  and grazing may be practicable 
and may increase the re turn from uplands (9.g. Adams, l g 6 a ,  b). 
The Forest Research Ins t i tu te ,  Rotorua, New Zealand, became interested 
i n  t he  concypt of combined forest ry  and g r a z i ~  towards t he  beginning 
of t he  1970 s, when rad ia ta  pine p rc f i t ab i l i t y  s tudies  showed tha t  an 
open-spaced, pruned crop offered - h e  fores-5 owner be t t e r  f inancial  prospects 
than the  t r ad i t i ona l  forest ry  regimcs. The application of t h i s  concept 
i n  New Zealand was discussed by Knowles (1975) with comments by Harper 
(1975). The New Zealand Forest Service and the Department of Lands 
and Survey a r e  jo in t ly  developing 2 67% hectare integrated f a d f o r e s t r y  
project  (Strand, 1976). 
One obstacle t o  t h i s  approach is the present divis ion between farming 
and forestry, with the two land uses regarded as  competitors. There 
may a l so  be prac t ica l  d i f f i cu l t i e s  i n  m c ~ ~ g i n g  es ta tes  with an integrated 
approach. Lindsay (1977) discussed problems encountered i n  Scot t ish  
e s t a t e s  during the  period 1700-1850, and Adams (1975) reviewed world 
l i t e r a t u r e  on the  grazing of domestic 1iv,?stock i n  forests.  There 
seems t o  be a need for  farmers, foccstecs, and s c i e n t i s t s  t o  explore 
t he  poss ib i l i t i e s  of a new approacb i n  Br i t i sh  upl.ands. 
Ideally, c lass i f ica t ion  of land fo r  potent ia l  use should take in to  account 
t he  l i ke ly  impact of dif ferent  uses on the  land and landscape. Unfortunately, 
a t  t he  present s t a t e  of our knowledge, the  impact w i l l  not always, perhaps 
only rarely,  be predictable. 
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